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Protocol of an extra-terrestrial report of the year 1959 
 

 Title:           V e r i t a s   V i n c i t 
 
 Contactees  :        Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin 

 Mediums  :        Uwe Speer and Monika-Manuela Speer  

 SANTINER :        ASHTAR SHERAN, TAI SHIN, SETUN SHENAR 

 
These published words of INTER-PLANATARIANS were received by the Medialen Friedenskreis Berlin, a 

Christian/Spiritual community, during many public séances. We deal here manly with fully automatic handwritten 

messages, which were subconsciously recorded by mediums with years of experience. These mediumistic messages are 

complete and were left in their original quality. The work of the two mediums began when they were 15 and respectively 

17 years old. The total production is considered the absolute pinnacle of psycho-scientific exploration. Other spiritual 

circles have tried to copy their work, but its quality was never achieved. The distribution of these recently re-catalogued 

messages and protocols is explicitly encouraged and is not covered by any copyright. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

P r e f a c e   o f   t h e   e d i t o r 

 

A few years ago in October, the 38th International Congress of Astronauts took place in Brighton, England. The 

topic was: What do we do, if there is life on another planet? - The scientists wrestled with the fundamental 

question of how such a tremendous discovery would have to be announced, without alarming the public or 

cause instability within the government. NASA’s administration official James C. Fletcher explained: “The 

discovery of extra-terrestrial life would overshadow any of mankind’s past discoveries. Nobody can say with 

certainty, how the people on Earth would accept this news.” - Robert Pinotti, an Italian sociologist said: “The 

news of extra-terrestrial intelligence could have devastating consequences. It would influence every human 

activity. Contact with superior entities would be devastating, as the people on Earth would suddenly realise that 

they are inferior”. - Others warned that the discovery of extra-terrestrial life would create panic amongst many 

of Earth’s inhabitants and even the super-powers could eventually feel inferior to the newly discovered society 

and they could be exposed to the dangers of internal instability.  

 

These statements hide fear, brought about by centuries of false indoctrination of the human spirit by the Church 

and by politics. How much the community is manipulated in its opinion, shows amongst others things, the still 

secret, third prophecy of Fatima from the year 1917: Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, responsible for Church 

doctrine, put an end to any speculation, which surfaced about an “imminent disclosure of the secret: “The third 

secret remains a secret!” he announced. It is said that the pope turned pale with horror, when he read the 

written “third message” from Sister Lucia. He encouraged her to keep this “profound secret” to herself; it must 

be of fateful significance. According to rumours, a “global calamity” was supposed to be heralded. - The first 

two verifiable prophecies have already reached the world at large. They referred to the WW1, respectively to 

the dramatic circumstances leading to the outbreak of WW2. It is time that people reflect on the TRUE 
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VALUES of the world and life. The third secret of Fatima might disclose the originators as belonging to an 

extra-terrestrial civilisation. If there are people outside our known world, then such a TRUTH contravenes 

Church doctrine about our uniqueness. Is this the reason behind the silence from Rome? 

 
Bad Salzuflen, May 2000  

 

Preface by ASHTAR SHERAN 
 

PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! - Amen. 

 

One of your great poets who lived amongst your forebears once said: 

 

 “I hear the message, but I lack in faith.” 

 

We have directed many MESSAGES at you - and I have spoken many admonishing words to you. But 

had to relay all these MESSAGES through my intermediaries; I hear from everywhere these words 

from a great thinker: “But I lack in faith.” 

 

So I say to you once more: 

 

These MESSAGES convey the seriousness of the hour. They are as true as the whole universe is true! 

 

I initiate the second part of our great MISSION with the following solemn words, which state: 

 

V E R I T A S    V I N C I T 

 

May those amongst you that have enough common sense to differentiate between the liars and the 

prophets, believe in it.  

 

We are from a different solar system and have observed and helped you for thousands of years. We 

have tried very hard to develop a technology, to be able to convey to you the GREAT LAW. 

 

The LAW fell into oblivion or it was misinterpreted. 

 

We bring it to you again today by the ORDER of the CREATOR, hoping that this time around, you 

will better understand it.  

 

In cherished brotherhood, your   

 

Ashtar Sheran 

 

Word of explanation 

 

PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! - Amen 

 

May these lines  help  you, dear  brothers  and  sisters  of  this  

beautiful Earth, to  guide you  along  the  correct  path  to  the  
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TRUTH -  along  the  path  the  GREAT  CREATOR  in  HIS  

eternal  LOVE  has  decided  for  all  of  us.  May  your  eyes  

finally open to see that, which you have always tried to avoid. 

 

In the faithful service of my CREATOR and in cherished brotherhood.  

 

Your Tai Shiin1 

 

GREETINGS TO GOD! 

 

 

One tells the other... 

 

The first part of our GREAT MISSION is mainly concerned in proving our presence in the firmament. 

We haven’t just caught the attention of peaceful citizen, but made your systems of government 

nervous. It took quite a long time for you to take us serious. It is our firm resolve, to be taken very 

seriously by you, as we take the overall situation on your planet very, very serious indeed.   

 

You have taken our MESSAGES even less serious, whether we have talked to some of you in direct, 

face to face contact or whether we used the spiritual MODE, which is the equal to your radio or 

television conversations. In other words, we like to telephone you via the spiritual COSMOS. This 

mode of conversation goes beyond telepathy - and apart from that, we have the astral, respectively the 

cosmic option of writing through your psychically gifted sensitives, which you simply call mediums. 

Whether a transmission is through a wire or a spiritual WAVE is really not important. The main thing 

is really, that we can actually converse with each other and tell you in your own language, what is of 

very great importance to you. 

 

Journalists, who thought they were very clever, feigned astonishment and proclaimed to the world: 

 

“Why do these INTERPLANETARY BEINGS not approach our world leaders and sit around a 

conference table with them? Instead, they seek out Smith and Jones.” 

 

We don’t like to be dictated to and prefer to select the people we can trust, ourselves. But exactly these 

world leaders are in our eyes the “Smith’s and Jones’s” of this world, which we don’t want to visit, 

because they don’t exactly carry the BADGE of LOVE and righteous FAITH on their forehead.  

 

 What is important is that we have our ambassadors, who spread our warnings. 

 

You should be happy that we are here and that we endeavour to protect you from the biggest calamity 

that can happen to the entire humanity of a planet. We work with the motto: One will tell the other, 

then when your government has something to tell you, their message is always manipulated. 

 

This world is a place of lies, malice and distortion.  

 

 
1 First “technical officer” of ACTION METHARIA  (Alpha Centauri) 
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Nobody can trust or believe their neighbour. This is why you apply this mistrust when dealing with us 

and our envoys. Apart from the fact that there are people amongst you, who sensationalise the 

transcendental, that is to say, the cosmic TRUTH and practise every kind of abuse and deceit with it. 

 

All these characteristics of humankind on Earth were not unknown to us. This is why it could not 

disappoint us. Nothing has changed for many thousands of years, on the contrary - right up to today, it 

got even worse. 

 

You love turmoil, terror and murder. 

 

You love sensationalism, weirdness and violence. 

 

Therefore, we are much too tame for you. You would prefer to fight us rancorously - even if it would 

cost you the whole world. You cannot live without excitement and talk about peace like 

washerwomen.  

 

Before we land on this beautiful planet Earth, desecrated by you through rivers of blood and tears, we 

will bring you the TRUTH. No matter how long we have to wait, the TRUTH will triumph. But now is 

the time.  

 

This TRUTH will also have a hard time - nevertheless it will carry the day according to our principals:  

 

One  will  tell  the  other. 

 

You should also act according to this method, respectively this procedure. 

 

You have the opportunity of distribution! 

 

The doubt about miracles 

 

Dear brothers and sisters of this beautiful Earth! 

 

We know that you have many holy scriptures that report about all kinds of miracles, which cause all 

sorts of headaches for you even today - and if you can’t find a logical solution for them, you simply 

dismiss them or ridicule the whole contents frivolously. You make it very easy for yourself, if your 

reasoning is not sound. 

 

 You use the word “ superstition” with great levity. 

 

Before I talk to you about our ASSIGNMENT, our divine MISSION and about the GREAT LAW of 

interplanetary space, I will first convince you about the TRUTH, otherwise, none of my words would 

find understanding with you. 

 

 The biggest mistake lies therein, that you place the knowledge of your philosophers above the 

KNOWLEDGE of GOD. You lack the connection to the INTELLIGENCE of the divine universe.  
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Dear brothers and sisters on this planet, I have to emphasise that from a spiritual point of view, you 

have neglected your life. You are too one-sided in your observations, in your criticism and your views. 

You know very little about the great and wonderful functions of life, the guidance of one’s existence. 

 

I use your words and phrases and strive to utilise your imagination and terms to fill the gaps in your 

knowledge. It is very hard for me as I have to change down to a lower gear so that you can understand 

me - yet still so much remains that I would like to tell you, alas it is not my faith that is lacking, but the 

right words. 

 

Every doubt springs from uncertainty and ignorance. 

 

Therefore, scientists always doubt the things they have no knowledge of.  

 

The engineer of this world states quite often: “This is technically impossible.”  

 

But we inter-planetarians have known for a long time, that there is no impossibility. 

 

There is a I don’t know, a I can’t do this, a I don’t want to and a working against it. But there is no 

impossible in the whole of the already explored universe! Where man’s ability fails him, the HELP of 

the cosmic INTELLIGENCE is always available. 

 

 But if you don’t want to deal with this INTELLIGENCE and deny it, if you reject it by force and 

ridicule it, how can it help you? 

 

You have given the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT a name: You call him GOD. There is no further notion for 

you, which could trigger a HIGHER CONCEPT. It is the end of the line as far as your perceptivity is 

concerned, - but not for us! 

 

We know that everything is continual development, which will never come to a standstill or an end and 

that the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT unimaginably magnifies itself every second, so that even the 

ORIGINAL SPIRIT with its great ability, surpasses its own “impossible“, ITS own restrictions 

through new experience. We therefore have a broader concept of GOD than those who appraise HIM 

only by the present CREATION. What I want to say is that a miracle, which was thought of, planned 

and prepared a thousand years ago, but was impossible to perform then, is a thousand years later mere 

child’s play.  

 

If the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT you call GOD, wants to perform a so-called miracle here on Earth today, 

this miracle will far surpass all the past miracles, which have ever taken place on this planet and are 

verified in your holy books, that is to say, recorded in the books of truth.  

 

 Not only technology belongs to the great wonders, but the advance of the whole universe; that 

whatever is developed far away from you in infinite space, can be brought to you at any time. 

There is also no separation in time and space for you, as you mistakenly belief.  

 

The many versions and editions of the holy bible comprise the greatest number of publications of all 

books ever written. Your ancestors have build Temples and Churches, which reach for the sky by the 
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thousands. These are prayers of stone, who’s Love and labour cannot be calculated. But unfortunately 

all is for nothing, as the knowledge to support faith and doubt eats away at faith like moths at a 

garment. 

 

We have studied life on this planet for over 4,000 years and are trying in various ways to save you. 

The difficulties to achieve this have hardly changed, then it is always the priests, the keepers of 

prayers set in stone, who deprave the people and through their craving for recognition, imperiousness, 

greed and know-it-all attitude, counteract all advancement, fanatically defend this error and in their 

stupidity serve the anti-spirit like idolater, instead of  serving GOD. This stupidity of the Church is 

still very much opposed to our MISSION. 

 

The question whether we are ANGELS has been asked now and then. 

 

 

 

My answer is: 

 

 We are SERVANTS of the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT, we are not ghosts, but made of flesh and blood 

and in spite of this, we belong with the ANGELS because we see eye to eye with them. Whatever 

the ANGELS can do is transferred to us.   

 

We are therefore the IMPLEMENTERS of the divine WILL, because we were given a great MIGHT, 

for you an unimaginable MIGHT, which for the first time in over 3,000 years, I would like to explain 

to you.  

 

 If we would receive the ORDER from GOD’S ANGELS to destroy this Earth, we would have to 

obey - and do it. 

 

We are completely conversant with you mentality, your thinking, your hatred and your concept of 

love, your technical know-how and your secrets of war.   

 

 There are no secrets you could keep from us. We are the technical and optical EYE of GOD, 

monitoring everything. 

 

We know what is talked about in the street and in your homes.  

 

We know about your enmity between each other. 

 

We are astonished about your mutual segregation, your isolation in every form. 

 

Earth’s humanity deserves our greatest sympathy, then it is a singular hospital of mentally and 

physically sick people marked and beaten by the anti-spirit. 

 

The sick lack help, mercy, LOVE and patience. We are SAMARITANS send by GOD. Which 

medicine, which diet and which recipe can cure your epidemic illness? 
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I say to you IN NOMINE DEI:2  

 

You are lacking quite a substantial amount of KNOWLEDGE, which you, that is to say, the ancestors 

you were once yourself, have therefore failed to adequately safe keep; you have acted negligently with 

these handed down INTER-PLANETARY LAWS, you have intertwined them with lies and by false 

reproduction have made the majority of them unbelievable. 

 

 The average person is not in a position to follow the contents of the Holy Scripture, even your 

priests cannot do so. 

 

The Holy Scripture is a book full of unbelievable miracles, surpassing Arabian fairy-tales by far. This 

is why all those engaged in the difficult fight for survival to earn their daily bread from morning til 

night, ask themselves: 

 

 Why did GOD personally come down to us?  

 

 Why does GOD himself talk to us face to face? 

 

 Why do the sky and the oceans move? 

 

 Why were the enemies slain by invisible hand? 

 

 Why did fire and sulphur fall from the sky? 

 

 Why? - Why? - Why? 

 

The Holy Scripture, which contains all these miracles, does not answer these questions - and the 

priesthood can only answer thus: 

 

 “You may not ask these questions.  It is the will of GOD that you must believe unconditionally.” 

 

But I tell you with great emphasis: 

 

 GOD the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT, does not ask of anyone to believe anything, which is not sensually   

perceivable in any shape of form. 

 

Almost every person on Earth, every average citizen, asks himself the completely justified question: 

“If all the great miracles of the bible happened in ancient times, why do they not occur these days“? 

Nobody of the present generation is in a position to verify these miracles. Here the printed word is 

asking for a superhuman trust in events, which happened thousands of years ago - and are not repeated 

these days. Here the intellect fails and doubt triumphs over TRUTH.  

 

Coming from ANOTHER STAR, we know how hard it is to fight against fanatics without weapons. 

Our only weapon is the TRUTH, then under GOD’S ORDERS, we are not allowed to use other 

weapons. This is why it takes such an unimaginable amount of preparation, to give the weapon I once 

 
2 IN THE NAME OF GOD 
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again call “VERITAS VINCIT”, enough FORCE so it can combat obstinate aberration. This is the 

reason why we have to be very industrious and build many spaceships of various configurations. We 

fly like bees to your Earth and back. We are as glowing stars in the firmament, attracting your full 

attention. This has nothing to do with curiosity if we investigate what you do, but it is obeying a 

HIGHER COMMAND, which we received from the DOMAIN of GREAT ANGELS. 

 

Well, I know from experience that you don’t want to know about ANGELS, GOD or SPIRITS, 

because you believe it all to be superstition, remnants from ancient times, which the bible has retained 

to the detriment of mankind. 

 

Before I carry out my ASSIGNMENT, I have to instruct you a little more. In spite of everything, I will 

use the bible to convince you that you are all mistaken - and that the bible still contains a lot of 

TRUTH, even if it has been twisted and distorted a hundred times. 

 

 Certainly, GOD speaks to people, but HE never talks face to face. 

 

 GOD spoke to HIS ANGELS and they spoke to us and conveyed HIS WORDS to the 

EXECUTIONERS of HIS WILL, the way it has always been and still is today. 

 

 We are the authorised EXECUTIONERS.  

 

 
The might of the spaceships 
 

For you to understand my next explanations, I have to tell you about our technical MIGHT. It is not 

really part of our assignment to give you details about the configuration of our space-beam-ships, but 

you’re allowed to find out what so-called miracles we can perform.  

 

We have various kinds of spaceships, you might be familiar with some of them through your own 

observations. We fly a great number of small ships. We have intermediate types and our mightiest 

spaceships, developed thousands of years ago, have crossed your skies only at a very great hight.   

 

I will give you a short explanation what these huge mother-ships can do for example: We can traverse 

the universe with one of our super large spaceships, whose engineer and commander I am, with the 

speed of light increased by 50%. Once in space, this ship can be switched to a frequency that brings 

about a change to the atomic structures. With this kind of acceleration, space is virtually leap-frogged. 

If we come across anything solid in this state our bodies are also in, it will be penetrated without 

leaving a trace behind. 

 

 The fifth-dimensional thrust displaces any physical matter, no matter how dense it is. Anti-gravity 

is so powerful, that even original rock changes polarity under its magnetic influence. 

 

 These forces also influence your radar systems. We can switch our large spaceships to “invisible“, 

even if we reduce its speed.  
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Such a spaceship contains everything we need for our survival, we can also produce anything we 

require ourselves. We can prepare food out of individually available atoms and even water in huge 

quantities, from dense materials. So not to fall prey to monotony in our diet and to avoid lack of 

vitamins, we have greenhouses and air-conditioning at our disposal.  

 

You will realise that such a spaceship, which existed for thousands of year, is today even better 

constructed and is also much more powerful. If we wanted to, we could practically spend all our life 

on such a spaceship and traverse the universe without limitations. 

 

But don’t get carried away with your imagination! 

 

Space travel will not be feasible for you through the direction your technology has taken, as you 

underestimate the dangers confronting your technology. 

 

Our spaceship, type AS, can land on Earth. Such a landing would be very dangerous for you, for quite 

a large distance around the ship, even fatal. There is here on Earth hardly a place where we could land 

that would exclude this danger. 

 

In one word: 

 

 We could only land at a place where we would not encounter anybody, as your inquisitiveness 

would result in your death -, something we would not want at all. 

 

The anti-magnetic thrust can be diverted in any desired direction. The directional changes happen at 

the blinking of an eye and with immediate effect. If we land on a mountain, we prefer original rock 

formation as it offers the best resistance to this force.  

 

 In broad daylight, such a ship appears to you as a dark cloud, with its anti-gravity switched on at 

night, is looks like a cylinder of fire.  

 

We can attract and repel the atmosphere in great quantities. A magnetically heavily charged 

atmosphere glows red. Apart from that, compressions build up within the atmosphere, which float 

about like white filaments but soon dissolve, they appear to you like fire and smoke. Only when they 

fall down, are they as white as snow.3   

 

You have your Holy Scripture, the book of divine LAWS. 

 

We also have our historical chronicles and traditions. 

 

This is why I’m going to tell you, which conformities we have discovered in your scripture. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
3 The “angels hair” observed at UFO sightings. 
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The miracle in Egypt 
 
I ask the leader of the Circle of Peace (Friedenskreis), to compare my expositions with the 

corresponding biblical texts, so that these comparisons, which are very important, can be understood 

and will convince everybody. It would be impossible to believe my expositions without this brilliant 

argumentation, as religious fanaticism on Earth is too great. 

 

Leader : I will gladly do this. 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : Thank you my friend. - We prefer the psychic way for our inter-planetary 

communication, as this makes every medium its own interpreter. We send you biblical 

terms and concepts, which are received by the medium and transformed by the brain into 

the respective verbal language.  

 

 Apart from this possibility, we have radio waves or automatic writing at our disposal. But 

today we have learned your languages, especially German and English, so that we can 

understand each other better than your ancestors. They were relying mainly on a telepathic 

medium (clairaudience). Such a medium is well known to you from the bible, his name is 

Moses. He was the connecting link between you and our ancestors, which were also 

connected with the ANGELIC WORLD.  

 

 When Moses lived on Earth, inhumanity, ungodliness and slavery were prevailing. The 

cries of distress from the suppressed and tortured penetrated to the SPIRITUAL REALM 

and was acknowledged. The ANGELIC WORLD instructed our ancestors, the 

SANTINER, that is to say, the FRIENDS of the UNIVERSE, to care for humanity of Earth 

and to familiarise them with the LAWS of the BROTHERHOOD, which the SANTINER 

received from the ANGELIC WORLD. 

 

 As a result, the spaceship “SHA” began on a course to planet Earth and crossed over Egypt 

unseen. We, the SANTINER, made telepathic CONTACT with the excellent medium 

Moses. As Earth’s humanity only reacted to miracles and sensations, miracles had to be 

produced to make the people and their rulers pliable.  

 

 The SANTINER absorbed the rays of the sun and plunged all of Egypt into 

impenetrable darkness. Such a phenomenon was made possible by their already 

advanced knowledge of solar power.  

 

Extract from the bible: “The Lord spoke to Moses: Raise your hand to the sky so that such darkness 

falls over Egypt, that one can grasp it. And Moses raised his hand to the sky and there was a heavy 

darkness over all of Egypt for three days, so that nobody saw anybody else.” 

 

Question : A scientist even insisted that the Earth stood still at the time? 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : No, the Earth never stood still, it only swayed during the ice age. 
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Question : Is it your intention to repeat such a phenomenon? 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : We would do it, if you wanted to bring the human race again to perdition through a new     

World War. By employing our fleet of spaceships, we could maintain such a darkness for 

days; we could darken the whole Earth, that is to say, the sunny side. 

 

Question : What about the other plagues in Egypt? 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : We have no records about them. But we can attract organisms like frogs, fish etc. out of 

the water and also drop them again. The magnetic force works in various ways. - We also 

should not forget that Moses was an extraordinarily good medium and in constant contact 

with the SPIRIT WORLD, which gave him all directives for his conduct, through his 

clairaudience. 

 

 The close co-operation between the SPIRIT WORLD and us, the SANTINER is still 

possible today! 

 

 Our ancestors had the divine ASSIGNMENT to help the Israelites under any 

circumstances, the way we have today the divine ASSIGNMENT, to help all of Earth’s 

humanity, also under any circumstances, as we have far greater technical possibilities these 

days. 

 

 The spaceship “SHA” was escorted by a further six spaceships, which belonged to the 

mother-ship. When the Israelites reached the Red Sea under the guidance of Moses, 

pursued by the Egyptians, the SANTINER started to act with their spaceships. The mother-

ship flew ahead of them and was observed as a concentrated pillar of clouds.  

 

 To the left and the right of the mother ship “SHA”, three companion ships operated at an 

even greater height, directing their anti-gravity beams at full force and at an angle towards 

the sea. A continuous blast of air, linked with intensive magnetic waves, pushed the water 

apart and dried up the ocean floor as if the tide had gone out, so that the water was drawn 

up on both sides. 

 

 As you are aware of through your own observations, the spaceship shone at night with a 

red glow so that it floated ahead of the Israelites, like a pillar of fire. Unfortunately for the 

Egyptians, they were not discouraged and continued their chase and ended up within the 

centre of the magnetic beams of the spaceships in action. They suffered the same faith as 

some unfortunate pilots endured recently; they turned upside down with their vehicles and 

were wildly tossed about by the enormous suction. Apart from that, the bodies of water on 

either side flooded over them as soon as the spaceships changed their position. 

 

 It was not the intentions of the SANTINER, that is to say, our forefathers, to kill the 

Egyptians in this way. It was really their own fault. But according to our historical 
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tradition, our forefathers fared no different than those pilots - who had to drop the a-bomb 

over Hiroshima - they reproached themselves terribly and suffered great anguish of the 

soul. 

 

Extract from the bible: The angel of God, who had been in front of the army of Israel, moved and went 

to the rear. The pillar of cloud also moved until it was between the Egyptians and the Israelites. The 

cloud made it dark for the Egyptians, but gave light to the people of Israel, and so the armies could not 

come near each other all night. 

 

Moses held out his hand over the sea and the Lord drove the sea back with a strong east wind. It blew 

all night and turned the sea into dry land.  The water was divided and the Israelites went through the 

sea on dry ground with walls of water on both sides.  

 

Just before dawn the Lord looked down from the pillar of fire and cloud at the Egyptian army and 

threw them into a panic. He made the wheels of their chariots get stuck, so that they moved with great 

difficulty.   

 

Question : Why were the other spaceships not mentioned in the bible? 

 

SETUN 

SHENAR4: The spaceships were flying very high, as they had to irradiate a large surface area of the 

sea. They have a certain dispersion.5  

 

 
 

Picture: The Israelites passing through the sea.  

Fully automatic psychic drawing through the guided hand of the medium Uwe Speer. The spiritual MEDIATOR was the MESSENGER of LIGHT, 

ARGUN. To give a clearer picture, all connecting lines have been removed 

 

 

Question : The bible tells of epidemic dermatitis, which was considered a punishment by GOD. Can 

you tell us about this? 

 

 
4 Deputy of ASHTAR SHERAN. 
5 These days, ufology demonstrates that the sensational UFO-messages are completely correct. There isn’t one point that speaks against it. When the night 

was lit up by a pillar of fire, it coincides with current descriptions of UFO light waves that look like the Northern Lights. But what really catches the eye 

is the psychic connection with the occupants of the UFO’s. The bible reports about red water and red dust, which settled like a veil over the earth. UFO 
reports testify the same phenomenon, which happen in areas UFO’s have flown across. Is has been observed for instance, that the colour of cars that were 

stopped, changed. 
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SETUN 

SHERAN: In those days, our spaceships emanated many rays that were very dangerous, yes even 

deadly. If people became ulcers at that time, it was because they suffered from radiation 

sickness. Our forefathers constructed protective masks because of these side effects; they 

affected an absorption of these rays.  

 

 

THE UNIVERSAL LAW 

 

Humanity on Earth leads a LAWLESS existence and ignores the divine LAW, even today. 

 

Some of your philosophers insisted that GOD’S TEN COMMANDMENTS were conceived by the 

people who lived there at the time, to make it possible that people could live together. Many other 

false doctrines have originated from these observations, and they have brought about the situation as 

we have it now on planet Earth. 

 

 One does not believe in the LEGISLATIONS of GOD. 

 

 One does not believe in Moses’s clay tablets from Mount Sinai. 

 

I will tell you and convince you and this based on our own historical tradition; the LEGISLATION of 

the TEN COMMANDMENTS are absolutely correct, then our forebears have brought these LAWS 

down to Earth and handed them to Moses by ORDERS of the ANGELIC WORLD. The details have 

been recorded accurately and apart from a few minor differences, coincide with your bible. But up to 

now, you were lacking an understanding about this great event, because you are a humanity that 

doubts every TRUTH and always looks for other explanations. 

 

When Moses, the Israeli medium, after traversing through a sea of reeds, led his people across the 

desert, the Israelites were guided by a spaceship, which always soared ahead of them showing the way. 

This spaceship led the people to the Sinai Mountains. There the people, freed from bondage, camped 

on a plain, you call Sebaije.  

 

The mother ship “SHA” hovered over the peak of the 2,000 meter high Dschebel Musa and contacted 

the medium Moses through spiritual waves. This highly sensitive man could have received the great 

UNIVERSAL LAWS of GOD from the SPIRITUAL WORLD through clairaudience. But it was 

feared that he could be interfered with by the UNDERWORLD, which later proved to be the case. 

Apart from that, the Israelites were a doubting people and would not have believed him altogether. 

This spaceship was clearly seen by everybody. This event, so important to planet Earth’s humanity, 

happened as follows: 

 

Moses was ordered to keep his people away from the landing area, respectively avoid the circle of 

radiation. The magnetic radiation was so powerful, that a person or any other living being staying 

close by, would have been killed instantaneously. This is why he was told to draw a borderline nobody 

was allowed to cross under any circumstances. Only after a very loud “all clear” signal was given, was 

it permitted to cross this border.   
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An activated spaceship of this size charges the rock underneath with magnetic radiation. The spaceship 

could no’t land on the ground and had to remain activated so it could hover over the mountaintop. The 

power was reduced to an absolute minimum, but was still high enough to partially burn Moses. He 

suffered radioactive lesions in his face and on his hands, so that his countenance glowed like St. 

Elmo’s fire. 

 

As Moses suffered pains when exposed to the sun, he was handed a detoxification mask to speed up 

the healing process. On all ensuing negotiations with the SANTINER, he wore this protective mask. 

 

Moses was given access to the spaceship, which hovered over Dschebel Musa like a concentrated 

pillar of smoke - but by night, like a pillar of fire, illuminating the whole mountain with a red light. 

 

Moses took the spaceship to be the HOUSE of GOD, as it was magnificently decorated. Here, the 

UNIVERSAL LAW of the BROTHERHOOD was given to him, with has validity throughout the 

universe and to which all inhabitants of all planets have submitted to, with the exception of Earth’s 

humanity, because life and advancement without this LAW is impossible. It is the great and only 

applicable LAW of the INTERPLANETARY BROTHERHOOD, the LAW of the HEAVENS. 

 

 Moses was the first human being to receive this LAW from a SON of GOD. 

 

Extract from the bible: During the day the Lord went in front of them in a pillar of cloud to show them 

the way, and during the night he went in front of them in a pillar of fire to give them light, so that they 

could travel night and day... Mark a boundary around the mountain that the people must not cross, and 

tell them not to go up the mountain or even get near it. If anyone sets foot on it, he is to be put to 

death. But when the trumpet is blown, then the people are to go up the mountain... And the Lord 

commanded Moses to tell the Israelites: “You have seen how I the Lord have spoken to you from 

heaven.” 

 

Question : Where do the TEN COMMANDMENTS, Moses was given to by your ancestors, come 

from? 

 

SETUN 

SHENAR : We received these COMMANDMENTS from the REALM of GOD. They were handed to 

all those star people, who did not live according to the LAW of GOD. 

 

Question : Besides the TEN COMMANDMENTS, we subsequently find many other laws about an 

appropriate way of life, in the bible. Were these laws also handed down from you? 

 

SETUN 

SHENAR : No. Moses had a discussion with our forebears, especially with one SON of GOD and a lot 

was explained to him. Based on this INDOCTRINATION, he made more “laws” himself 

and he was also lied to from the other side. The priesthood also changed many LAWS and 

REQUESTS, because they did not like them.  

 

Question : One talks about a “chosen people”. Did the SPIRITUAL REALM really choose the 

Israelites or did pure coincidence have a hand in this? 
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SETUN 

SHENAR : The deliverance of the LAWS of GOD had nothing to do with coincidence. The Israelites 

were martyrs under the bondage of the Egyptians. But as they had a wonderful medium 

(Moses), such impressive HELP and LEGISLATION was possible.   

 

 The Israelites could certainly consider themselves a chosen people, but they did not 

behave like one.  

 

Extract from the bible: Moses went up Mount Sinai and a cloud covered it. The dazzling light of the 

Lord’s presence came down on the mountain. To the Israelites the light looked like a fire burning n top 

of the mountain. The cloud covered the mountain for six days, and on the seventh day the Lord called 

to Moses from the cloud. The countenance of the Lord was like a devouring fire on the top of the 

mountain before the children of Israel. Moses went on up the mountain into the cloud. There he stayed 

for forty days and nights, without bred or water. 

 

Moses was a guest in the spaceship. He was a student of the commander, who was to play another 

great role on Earth. This divine SON strived to explain the GREATEST LAW to Moses. He was 

commissioned to build a worthy temple, which was to honour the CREATOR and UNIVERSAL 

SPIRIT JAHWEH, as the Israelites were manly idolaters just like many of today’s people on Earth are 

once again addicted to idolatry.  

 

Question : Dear star-brother, are you informed about the contents of the LAWS Moses received, 

because they have been altered later on?  

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : Yes, they are exactly the same LAWS we still observe and uphold as holy. 

 

Question : May one learn about them? 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : Certainly, it is our ASSIGNMENT. But it is a lot harder these days for such a 

communication, as mankind is not open minded enough any more to accept and be 

influenced by such a miracle, as they were when Moses lived. Even then it was very hard, 

but these days, mankind reacts only to brutality. 

 

   But there lives on Earth once again a “Pharaoh” and under his dominion many slaves. We 

will not chase his warlords into the sea - we have different means at our disposal, then 

during the last three thousand year, our technology has also not stood still. Just consider 

the MIGHT our forebears had even then. 

 

   We can destroy all of mankind on this Earth in one day, but what for? 

 

  Would this serve the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT JAHWEH? 

 

  We have the ASSIGNMENT to work for GOD - and not against HIM! 
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Atheism is madness 

 

The papers have called me “Prince of Venus”. 

 

I’m not a prince, but a SERVANT of GOD and I was not born on Venus. We cultivate a good 

friendship with the inhabitants of Venus, something we would also like to do with the inhabitants of 

Earth. But the one thing that separates us from this interplanetary brotherhood is their pronounced and 

widespread atheism.  

 

I tell you, such behaviour is madness! 

 

Therefore verify all our statements down to the last word with your bible and you will have to admit 

that there is a HIGHER POWER, always very tolerant but never inferior. 

 

I address all leaders and people in powerful positions in brotherly LOVE and with great urgency. Your 

war ministries have collected information about our existence. Our spacecraft were photographed, 

filmed and spotted on radar. They were sighted and pursued by pilots. Hundred of thousands of reports 

lie in your archives and are the evidence that we fly around the Earth, night and day. These spaceships 

are sometimes seen as specks of smoke or gleaming objects, at night as fiery orbs or shining cylinders.     

 

 Some of our larger spaceships have a length of over 500 meters, using your measuring system, and 

their exhaust rays so powerful, that at full throttle, they would flatten your houses as an 

earthquake would. 

 

 We can distil water from the atmosphere in huge quantities and release it down to earth. We can 

influence weather patterns and through this alone could wage a decisive war against you, before 

you could even launch a counter attack. Extreme heat or freezing temperatures would paralyse 

you, as we desire. 

 

This is why I continue to repeat: Atheism is madness! 

 

But your religion in its present distortion is an impertinence without equal for every conventional 

thinking person. Judging by its own experience, neither a child nor an adult can consider your Holy 

Scriptures as verifiable TRUTH. Most of it confuses and at best, leads to disbelieve. Judging by the 

first page of your bible, you can see how false your historical traditions are, when it reports of “pillars 

of smoke and fire“, from whence “GOD the LORD” speaks. 

 

 We have never seen the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT, nor have we talked to HIM. But we still have 

received HIS WORDS and REQUESTS and respected HIS REQUESTS.  

 

 We have a very impressive and solid connection with the IMMATERIAL WORLD, which is the sole 

VIBRATIONAL PRINCIPLE our own spiritual existence, that is to say, where all our feelings and 

thoughts are working from. 
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 I spoke of a MISSION. - Yes, we have received this ASSIGNMENT from that ETHEREAL WORLD. 

Our COMMISSIONERS are MICHAEL and CHRIST. 

 

Your bible contains many prophecies, for example: The SAVIOUR appears from the clouds. 

 

We also come from the clouds and within the “clouds” to you. 

 

Does that not make you think? 

 

We are not here to alarm you or to senselessly occupy your Earth because we haven’t got another star 

where we could live in peace, as some of you allege. We come, because we have to make a sacrifice 

for our COMMISSIONERS and for that GREAT SPIRIT, which reigns above our 

COMMISSIONERS.    

 

We have send our BROTHERS and SISTERS amongst you, to study all your habits and plans. We are 

now informed about everything and I have given the order to bring the multitude of our brothers and 

sisters back on board and to ship them back to their homeland. 

 

Does this not make you think? 

 

What we have come to know is terrible enough. You do not live according to the handed down LAWS 

but according to the phantasms of your admirable philosophers, which have no idea about GOD and 

HIS WORKS and POSSIBILITIES. 

 

One has said about me, that I was ready to use force to rid the world of ungodliness and tyranny. I’m 

convinced that it must be possible to avoid this violence. Deep down, your are not really that bad, just 

unbelievably uninformed.  

 

 This is why I do everything to enlighten you and to postpone a landing, until I’m convinced that 

this mass landing will not cause chaos on this world. This will happen, when you have learned to 

understand us better.  

 

But if it should happen, as it did in Egypt, that our help is attacked, those pursuers will cause their own 

calamity; it will be much bigger than Hiroshima, bigger than any picture your imagination could paint. 

We hope and pray that we don’t have to kill.  

 

Question : You talked about false reports in the Holy Scripture. What do you mean by that? 

 

A. S. : Remove everything from the bible that has anything to do with war. Almost all of these 

passages have been demonically distorted. Your bible should be a HOLY BOOK and not a 

report on war experiences. - Please re-write it! 

 

Question : Can you give us an example? 

 

A. S. : Certainly, let us stay with the theme we started with. It is mentioned in all of your bibles: 

When Moses saw that the people had become unruly, he entered the camp and he shouted: 
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”Everyone who is on the Lord‘s side come over here!” - And he said: “The Lord GOD of 

Israel commands every one of you to pick up your sword and go through the camp from 

this gate to the other and kill your brothers, your friends and your neighbours.” The 

children of Levi carried out what Moses instructed them to do; on this day, 3,000 men of 

his people were slain... 

 

   Dear friends consider this for a moment, is this remotely logical? 

 

  If Moses, in a fit of rage, had given the order to kill three thousand men and this in the 

NAME of GOD, after only a short time ago having received the great LAW from our 

forefathers, which states:  

 

 GOD wishes, that man shall not kill his brother! 

 

  Moses would have lost any sympathy from our forefathers with this unparalleled disregard 

and they would not have exchanged any further words with him. You can see that there are 

atrocities mentioned in this so-called Holy Book, which are illogical and for every reader 

ruinous, they do not belong in this Book.   

 

  It is understandable, that people like Spinoza or Marx and Engels were indignant about it 

and because of lack of better KNOWLEDGE, rejected everything outright. Or do you still 

want to claim that the TRANSMISSION of LAWS by a SON of GOD in a spaceship on 

Dschebel Musa, is “opium” for the masses?   

 

  I hereby give my excellent advice and ask the responsible authoritarians and party bosses 

of this Earth to look very closely at all material about flying saucers and spaceships - and 

then pick up a bible. If they are then still convinced that the HELP of GOD is an opium, 

namely that “opium” that the UFO’s convey, they belong under medical treatment, because 

something in their soul or their nervous system is not right. 

 

  The Israelites believed at the time, that the spaceships, respectively the clouds of fire, 

could help them as an unbeatable war-machine, so they could see their hated enemy swim 

in blood. The alleged GOD was in their eyes an avenger, but GOD IS LOVE and the 

commander of the spaceship was the same.  

  

 Neither GOD nor we are avengers. 

 

  We are FRIENDS to all our brothers and sisters in the whole universe and we are always at 

work, risking our lives and our health, to help all people without cognition onto the right 

path. You make the huge mistake of separating GOD from peace. 

 

 There is no GOD without PEACE and also no PEACE without GOD. 

 

  Both belong inseparably together. He, who blasphemes GOD, blasphemes peace also. And 

if we bring you PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS, we bring you at the same time the 

one and truthful GOD in the entire universe. GOD ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 
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  The ungodly cannot make peace, because there is no peace without GOD in the whole 

universe. But spaceships are divine MESSENGERS of PEACE.  

 

  It is unfortunate and confusing that you are inclined to exaggerate or lie. The papers are 

chasing sensations. For as long as we have known you, we had to ascertain that there is no 

honesty amongst you. Neither your Churches nor your national leaders are honest. They 

brake every agreement and every contract. Perjury is committed daily and false assurances 

are given before GOD. 

 

 Religious books are not books about fairytales or magic, but they are still looked upon 

as such. 

 

 

  Annotation: 

 

 The name of the supreme commander of the UFO flotilla ASHTAR SHERAN was most 

accurately calculated cabbalistically. The name contains the highest values that can 

actually be calculated. It means: FIGHTER for the GREAT LIGHT and for the TRUTH of 

GOD.  

 

  Uwe Speer, the preferred UFO-medium, has according to the same calculations the 

following meaning: Silver and the atomic weight of silver, which means and guarantees the 

absolute authenticity of the cosmic MESSAGES. 

 

  Herbert Viktor Speer according to the same cabbalistic calculations: The herald of the 

TRUTH as a comet with the culmination point of the year 1959. 

 

   These values were announced during a public lecture by an expert with years of 

experience. It should support this MESSAGE. The lecture was on the 8th of May 1959 in 

Schulze-Angern, the theme: Divine phenomenon are not magic.”  

 

 

  The dishonesty amongst you takes away all of you courage to believe in phenomenon. The 

result of this state of affairs is that you have no respect for the supernatural. The human 

existence, actually any existence, is supernatural too, this is why you don’t respect life.  

 

  You have no respect for the SPIRIT of GOD living within you. You say in your ignorance: 

“If there were such a mighty GOD, he would have to show himself or punish all sins on the 

spot or visibly save all the innocent. - But nothing like that happens and you simply 

assume that the THRONE of GOD is empty. To this I will say to you: 

 

 The Israelites thought the same and this at a time when they were in a lot of trouble.  

 

  GOD does not leave HIS THRONE; if HE would come down to Earth to you, HIS 

THRONE would really be empty and the universe would be thrown into chaos, only 
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because HE had to visit you to call you to order. This is why HE has completely different 

opportunities to visit you and to call you to order. HE has HIS spaceships, which are 

unbelievably fast and save and can visit many stars. 

 

 These ships were build by the INTELLIGENCE of GOD. But HE does not use these 

ships himself, rather has HIS ENGINEERS, COMMANDERS and CREWS and a 

REPRESENTATIVE, a SON for a LEADER and a telepathic MEDIUM between HIM 

and the CREW. 

 

  Such a phenomenon is not wizardry, but it shows that one can travel through the universe 

with this FORCE of GOD. Every spaceship that races through the universe powered by 

this FORCE and not by the principal of combustion, is a ship of the heavens and a part of 

the great space flotilla of GOD. For this reason, we operate under the AUTHORITY of 

HIS NAME, the way it is the fashion with you. Every ship that visits a foreign land, 

represents his country, and the commander acts with the authority and responsibility in the 

name of the Lord. For this reason, the LAW in the NAME of the almighty, universal 

MAJESTY was presented by one of HIS PRINCES. 

 

  Therefore you can rightfully say: 

 

  GOD send you HIS proudest flagship and hoisted the flag of the true UNIVERSAL FAITH 

on Dschebel Musa. Gun salutes and sirens boomed over Sinai. You have soiled this flag 

and trampled on it. Your flag is now a blood stained rag. 

 

  You cannot deny our existence in any way - and even if you continue to do so - we will 

always appear in your firmament, until the last doubt has left you. But with the fact of our 

existence, the LEGISLATION on Sinai, the delivered RELIGION of PEACE and the 

personal MESSAGE of the CREATOR and GUIDE of all worlds, is connected forever.  

 

  On account of your technical inadequacy, we were not able to make this clear to you in the 

years past. You would not have understood us any better than Moses and the other 

Israelites. You stand at the gate to the universe with your technology and science these 

days and strongly believe in conquering space. Now the important time is here, where we 

can finally have a rational conversation with you, so you can understand us and now fully 

realise the whole meaning of our visits, then and now.  

 

 There is no magic, every phenomenon has a cause, an aim and an effect. This 

realisation must get you to a point, where you can accept the divine LAW. 

 

   First of all the most important COMMANDMENT: 

 

   GOD wishes that nobody is killed! 

 

  By observing this COMMANDMENT, respectively this WISH, all chances for peace and 

survival and at first, a still inconceivable opportunity for a progressive existence on this 

Earth, opens up for you.    
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  The spaceship “SHA” was the flagship of a space flotilla, which was to bring about a 

change in the whole thinking process of Earth’s humanity, even then. The land near the 

river Jordan was reconnoitred and allocated as suitable land. The difficult crossing of the 

desert was made possible by the provisions the space flotilla provided; a so-called edible 

ectoplasm was used.    

 

  These are no tales and miracles and have nothing to do with wizardry!  

 

  But it was after all more than wizardry, namely divine HELP for a people, selected to bring 

about a change in the thinking process of all people and an impetus to preserve and protect 

the LAW. 

 

  The people of Israel accepted a great responsibility and a debt of gratitude for the HELP 

and for the future of mankind. 

 

  But unfortunately GOD was disappointed, then you prefer a god of war to a GOD of 

MERCY and LOVE.  

 

  The curse of these evil deeds still weighs heavily on the people of Israel. 

 

  Moses recognised the power of the spaceship and trusted this might and power, when he 

threatened the enemies of his people.  

 

Extract from the bible: And they saw the GOD of Israel: the floor at his feet was like tiles made from 

sapphires and as clear as the sky. And Moses entered into the middle of the cloud.6  

 

Question : Are the TEN COMMANDMENTS still in their original, handed down version? 

 

A.S. : The TEN COMMANDMENTS have already been altered. In the original version it states: 

GOD wishes and not, thou shall. Apart from that, the appended explanation is not correct, 

as it has been thought of and added to by people on Earth. It is one of the weaknesses of 

humankind to add something to everything. At the end, only a mall remnant of the TRUTH 

is left, but this remnant is still the TRUTH. 

 

 

   GOD does not command! 

 

   HE wishes!  

 

 

 

 
6 Comment: The exact description of the colours fits exactly with the UFO’s and mother ships we’re familiar with. The facts about the legislation with 

the help of the SANTINER (UFO people) is biblically irreproachable demonstrated and cannot be refuted. The present protocols completely coincide with 

theses descriptions. A UFO undoubtedly picked up the prophet ELIJAH. But how does the famous psychologist, C.G.Jung explain the problem of UFO’s 
and the phenomenon on Mount Sinai? He insists that visitors from the subconscious become “visible”.  Where is the proof for Dr. Immanuel Welikowski 

opinion? He declared the pillar of fire to be a comet, which later became the planet Venus. 
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The WORD OF GOD is not a fairytale  

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

When William Jennings Bryan, an American presidential candidate, had to defend his faith in a 

sensational court case many years ago, he was not aware of spaceships and he had to suffer the 

indignity of an unemotional agnostic by the name of Clarence Darrow, who gave him a hard time. One 

has been endeavouring ever since, to refute a belief in the bible. Especially the Books of Moses were 

considered a completely ingenious social fraud.  

 

Where the false interpretation of this, in its handed down form very difficult biblical treasure has led 

to, shows  itself today in the steely faces of millions of drilled, human robots. It is therefore a really 

great cosmic ASSISTANCE, if we receive from the BROTHERS from the STARS a clear and 

certainly demonstrable explanation and complementation, explaining the meaning of these strongly 

disputed biblical miracles, which were always considered as myths and fables. One can only be 

grateful and say: Glory to GOD, the LORD of the heavens! 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

A. S. : After Moses received instructions to build a large temple tent and this was completed and 

at their disposal, it became the site for many conventions. I want to prove with this, that we 

are no figures of fantasy and that you have here an excellent possibility of an unbroken 

chain of evidence. - Our spaceship SHA approached the Earth closer, hovered over the tent 

where the meetings took place and could be perceived by everybody. The mountain did not 

have to be climbed anymore. Moses entered the tent and was informed directly from the 

spaceship. 

 

Question: How was the voice transmitted, over a radio? 

 

A. S. : The voice resonated over an amplifier from the spaceship and could be heard afar. 

Consider that our forebears already had spaceships in those days and were therefore well 

advanced of your technology. They had control over radio technology. You are only now 

beginning to construct spaceships, but have already developed radio technology.  

 

Extract from the bible: Then the cloud covered the tent and the dazzling light of the Lords presence 

filled it. Because of this, Moses could not go into the tent. The Israelites moved their camp to another 

place only when the cloud lifted from the tent. As long as the cloud stayed there, they did not move 

their camp. During all their wanderings they could see the cloud of the Lord’s presence over the tent 

during the day and fire burning above it during the night. 

 

Question: Why is there always talk about a cloud or a pillar of fire? Did it not happen at least once  

that the spaceship could be seen in its real form? 
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A. S. : Oh, certainly. Moses and many of his priests saw it from underneath. They believed it was 

a DWELLING of GOD. Moses could not enter the tent because the magnetic radiation was 

too strong. The vortex around the body of the ship makes the atmosphere always look like 

a dark cloud, as any impurity, like sand and dust, will be sucked up and swirled around the 

ship, when it’s close to the ground. The aura glows like a red St. Elmo's fire at night, so 

that it looks similar to a pillar of fire. 

 

  The spaceship represents without fail the PRESENCE of GOD, as it brought HIS LAW,  

as it has already happened in the case of other humanities. The spaceship SHA guided 

the wandering people also across the river Jordan.  

 

  If I had talked to you like this twenty years ago, you would have laughed at me, but what is 

even worse, all others, especially theologians and the Israelites would have mocked you 

and fought you. But you know these days that there are all types of spaceships - and you 

are assiduously at work to design them. This is why I assume that you will now understand 

my explanations and that you will respect them accordingly.   

 

  You believe that because we travel through space, that it should also be possible for you to 

do so. But we are the MESSENGERS of GOD - and you are only a bellicose and 

quarrelsome people without a BELIEF in GOD. It should be obvious to you that the 

FLOTILLA from HEAVEN does not use rockets. We want peace and harmony.  

 

  Earth is one of the few planets, which do not belong to the INTERPLANETARY 

BROTHERHOOD. This BROTHERHOOD is only attainable, when there are no war 

anymore.  

 

  Our ancestors were in advance of your technology by thousands of years, they conquered 

spaceflight 5,000 years ago.  

 

  In respect to religion, we are also ahead of you by thousands of years. 

 

  Metaphysical knowledge reaches all the way up to GOD. 

 

 

The proof of GOD’S existence  

 

A. S. : PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

  Dear brothers and sisters of this beautiful TERRA, let us prepare peace so that GOD the 

LORD can take pleasure in all HIS children. - Please put your questions, I will gladly 

answer. 

 

Question: One will ask us, why the LAWS of GOD were not delivered by GOD himself? We now 

hear that these LAWS were brought to us by people from another star. Is there any other 

proof that GOD in fact did compose these LAWS?    
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A. S. : All the details connected with Moses should really be sufficient. But you are still troubled 

by doubt. Well my dear friends, listen up, I can also answer this for you and that should 

finally be enough. I will use our own historical traditions to help out; they compliment your 

bible.   

 

  The people at Mount Sinai were a stubborn people and very hard to educate. The Israelites 

enjoyed generous HELP from the HEAVENS and added to this, a wonderful CONTACT 

with us. They were liberated and guided to a blessed land. The HEAVENLY SHIP floated 

in front of them and showed them the way and provided for them and guarded them in 

every way. They had proof, that GOD really meant them well.  

 

  But next to the TEN COMMANDMENTS, they made a whole series of regulations all in 

the NAME of GOD, namely by referring to the wonderful CONNECTION of the contactee 

Moses. They blamed him and GOD for all the injustice. So we lost our patience and turned 

away from you. 

 

  But GOD the LORD was not agreeable with the return of the spaceship SHA; because HE 

implicitly wanted to provide HIS LAWS with the correct respect and prestige. This is why 

HE performed an even greater and more impressive miracle, than was the case at Mount 

Sinai and the Red Sea.  

 

 GOD incarnated into the same nation that spaceship commander, that SANTINER, who 

as a SON of GOD was to bring the LAW of PEACE to this planet. HE incarnated him 

on his own aspiration, because he knew that the GREAT LAW of the BROTHERHOOD 

was ignored and distorted. He wanted to protect and correct this divine LAW. 

 

  This great incarnation moved heaven and hell. Our ancestors had to participate as well.  

 

  The spaceship “SHA” was ordered back to Earth and stood as a ball of fire at a great 

hight over the birthplace of CHRIST. 

 

  Unfortunately, this ship could not come down any lower, as its rays would have harmed the 

birthplace, that is to say, the incarnated ANGEL of PEACE, CHRIST. He now had the 

MIGHT of GOD in his hands and was telepathically CONNECTED with the ORIGINAL 

SPIRIT.  

 

 Consequently, the GREAT LAW of GOD, the TEN COMMANDMENTS, which are the 

WORD of GOD, was incarnated in CHRIST. - The WORD of GOD had become flesh.

   

  The WORD of GOD had become alive and lived amongst the people. The handed down 

LAW was anchored in CHRIST. GOD was therefore anchored in CHRIST - and therefore 

GOD lived in this form amongst the people.  

 

  Be aware of this! 
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  The LAWS of GOD now found the correct interpretation, the clarification and HE now 

criticised the careless handling of the COMMANDMENTS, which according to HIS 

INSTRUCTIONS were to be given a careful and permanent safe haven in the Ark of the 

Covenant. HE now performed those MIRACLES, even our forefathers, for all intent and 

purpose, could not perform. HE awakened the death - and the spaceship helped by not 

letting HIM break the surface of the water, when HE walked on the surface of the water. 

All of this is witnessed and stored in your scriptures. -   

 

  But the planet’s humanity is made up of obstinate and headstrong people. This 

REVELATION was also dragged through the mud! These days you would even say: 

 

  “This CHRIST was a political revolutionary, who as an insurrectionist of the people 

wanted to establish a party and because of his fanaticism, was put to death. Emulate 

him and sacrifice your life for the socialistic ideal.” 

 

 Notwithstanding this, GOD the LORD has not given up on you! 

 

  We SANTINER are once again called to orbit around this planet Earth and to protect it. As 

you say, good things take a while, which is also true of our MISSION.  

 

 We prepare everything and we prepare the LIGHT of the MESSIAH, who will come to 

you in such a way, that you have to write a new bible. This is the TRUTH of the 

INTERPLANETARIUM, as truly as I live and proclaim these words.  

 

  It is not all that important to know GOD yourself or to think about HIM. It suffices to know 

that there is a well-organised SPIRITUAL REALM - and that GOD has HIS HEAVENLY 

FLOTILLA. A king does not have to meet out every punishment himself when a law is 

broken. Equally so, the ORIGINAL SPIRIT has ITS SERVANTS, which have full 

OFFICIAL AUTHORITY. 

 

  Alas, it is time for you to confess to being wrong and to admit your lack of knowledge. 

 

  A false religion grips the whole globe.  

 

  Philosophers have correctly recognised this condition, but make the mistake of wanting to 

quell this dangerous fire with oil.  

 

 Man cannot replace a religion with a substitute religion, then religion is the TRUTH of 

GOD. 

   

  Your five philosophical proofs of the existence of GOD are only a spasmodic quibble 

around a disagreeable and undesirable REALITY. These alleged proofs are so incomplete, 

that they’re eventually exposed to ridicule.  

 

 Do not believe that your technology represents something extraordinary, compared to 

the development of other peoples on other stars, it is highly unhealthy and dangerous. 
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 Do not believe that all of your sciences have the right to be bound in leather. A lot has 

been ripe for destruction for a long time.  

 

 Do not believe that party programs and their headlines, based on completely false bible 

knowledge, mean the solutions for a human race in crisis. 

 

 Do not believe that your priests and theologians or sects know or control the LAWS of 

the universe based on historical traditions and false translations and interpretations. 

 

 Do not believe that we are just an inquisitive and adventurous people from another star, 

who’s own living conditions are deteriorating. We are HEAVENLY HOSTS. 

 

 Do not believe that GOD has to bow to your retort and your technology. 

 

 Do not believe that the possession of free will positions you above the law. Our 

ancestors have also punitively intervened in the NAME of GOD. We could do the 

same! 

 

Extract from the bible: “ You are a stubborn people and I might destroy you on the way”. 

 

A. S. : Our spaceships have all the necessary MIGHT to confront any dangers, then the dangers of 

space travel are greater than any dangers on this Earth. 

 

  Your bible experts should really deal with the existence of the SANTINER. They should 

study the appearance of our spaceships, before they deal with the when and if of any divine 

PHENOMENON and its interpretations. You are looking for absolute proof of the 

existence of GOD but in actual fact, you had it in your hands for thousands of years. But 

you don’t really know what to do with it. This is really outrageous and very limiting!  

 

  As chief of the interplanetary HEAVENLY FLOTILLA, I have the RIGHT and the 

AUTHORITY to punish mankind in any way I see fit. But we do not want your downfall, 

but want to integrate you into the UNIVERSAL COMMUNITY and the orderliness of 

interplanetary peace.  

 

  Put an end to your hatred and your righteousness! 

 

  Put an end to your arrogance! 

 

  We invite you to voice your opinion about this MESSAGE in every conceivable way! We 

ask for a comparison with all the UFO documents you collected! But do not dare to 

withhold these TRUTHS from your nations. Otherwise we will draw a powerful parallel to 

the events of 3,300 years ago. Your A-bombs will not trigger a Sodom and Gomorrah on 

this Earth. But our spaceships could do it once again. - If it is the will of GOD, we will not 

be disobedient, by no means. 
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Order of precedence of the intelligentsia  (Speech by ASHTAR SHERAN) 

 

                                    GOD                               Lucifer 

  

          ARCHANGELS             ANGELS 
          demons                     satanic 

hordes 

  

                             SONS OF GOD                            antichrists 

  

BEARERS OF LIGHT MESSENGERS 

OF LIGHT 

       spirits of deceit             ghostly 

spectres 

  

                      SPIRITUAL REALM                             material world 

  

                             SANTINER                              false prophets 

  

       INTERPLANETARY 

BROTHERHOOD 
                           people of Earth 

 

 

 

Tables: Order of precedence of the intelligentsia according to the statements of the spiritual TEACHER ARGUN. BEARERS of LIGHT, 
MESSENGERS of LIGHT and the SANTINER are off the same level of operation. The SANTINER (UFO people) belong to the 

HEAVENLY HOSTS. The people of Earth are missing from the community of the INTERPLANETARY BROTHERHOOD. (Psychic 

message) As GOD does not leave HIS “throne”, the ANGELS accept HIS WISHES and transmit them to the MESSENGERS of LIGHT and 
the SANTINER. 

 

 

 

  And now to the proof of the existence of GOD: 

 

  Through the space travels of our ancestors, who brought you the COMMANDMENTS of 

GOD, you have irrefutable proof that human life is acted out on other stars and in other 

regions. It is an undeniable, proven certainty. All divine phenomenon, including the 

ascension of CHRIST, the phenomenon at Fatima, all psychic and telepathic 

TRANSMISSIONS and the meetings with Adamski and a few other friends were 

orchestrated by us by ORDERS of the spiritual, intelligent WORLD, that is to say, with the 

consent of the ANGELIC WORLD. 

 

  GOD keeps the last act in reserve. 
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  Just as certain as that there is the option of a life on another star, just as certain is the fact 

that there are superior ENTITIES and opportunities for an existence of a spiritual KIND. 

Therefore, GOD, the ORIGINAL SPIRIT, is not just an UNIVERSAL FORCE and 

ORDER, but rather a spiritual PERSONALITY, endowed with all SENSES and COSMIC 

THOUGHT, the way everybody has inherited them from GOD; then from where and from 

whom should man have inherited all these CAPABILITIES? - Where do all parents get 

these ATTRIBUTES from? - Maybe from matter? 

 

 Man is born through the LAW of GOD by the flesh of his parents, but the soul, with all 

its spiritual CAPABILITIES, was born from the SPIRIT of GOD. 

 

  It is not necessary that this reigning ORIGINAL SPIRIT comes to you to personally take 

care of you, so that you can believe in HIM. It suffices that we are HIS AMBASSADORS 

and DELEGATES, which have represented HIS REALM and HIS INTERESTS for 

thousands of years. In this respect, the MESSIAH CHRIST belongs with us and our 

REALM. 

 

 CHRIST is the divine TRUSTEE of this Earth and its inhabitants. 

 

 CHRIST is the deputy of the personal ORIGINAL SPIRIT. 

 

  The DEPUTY of GOD lives and we can bring him to Earth with our spaceships any time. If 

this is his wish, it is ours also. He will come during the day in a cloud or in a pillar of fire at 

the night, just like he did at that time, when he talked to Moses. 

 

  IN NOMINE DEI7 

 

 

The press is ashamed 

 

It has become a custom of you, to put too much trust in the press. Whatever is written in your 

newspapers forms you daily life. They are the educational organs of the masses. You yourself say, 

“paper is tolerant”, but you are not as tolerant as paper. You reject everything that does not meet with 

your taste.  

 

 With the increasing godlessness, the demand for religious INDOCTRINATION decreases. 

 

The press is therefore ashamed to bring something positive in this direction, unless it is about a major 

festive day. This is why any phenomenon does not attract that much attention, that it would warrant 

just one line in the daily press, which is there at its disposal. But if a philosopher or a sophist produces 

just one thought, which in a supple way would discredit everything metaphysical, these thoughts 

would find an appropriate space in all authoritative papers and would be taken serious. This is why 

you don’t have to be too surprised that you are misinformed.   

 

 
7 Contacts through writing are not telepathic, but a direct guidance of the hand. Every one of these messages is immediately read in front of everybody 

and taped with a tape-recorder. Look at the special report in the REVUE NO. 30 from the 26 - 7 - 1958, Munich. 
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The reputation of the press is way above any scientific paper, which nobody reads unless the press 

supports it. - Well, the press just loves great sensations, which can stir up the nation, even all of 

mankind. - The press owns a lot of paper and has speedy machines; it needs an enormous edition to 

survive. But it reports nothing about our existence, because it is ashamed. As far as I know, one is 

ashamed about the ignorance about our MISSION, about our MIGHT and about our rapidly advancing 

technology, which has nothing to do with stinking fumes and deafening noises. - In spite of this, we 

are GOD’S TROMBONE! A type MV spaceship has a siren on board, which alone is capable of 

creating panic in any major city. The sound is not produced by the usual sound wave acoustics, but 

goes straight to the central nervous system.  

 

Question : But why do you stay so much in the background? 

 

A. S.  : Compared to the spaceships common three thousand years ago, our present ships have been 

greatly improved and enlarged. At this stage, these spaceships cannot come as close to Earth 

as it was earlier possible. If they would do so, a huge, devastating destruction over a broad 

area around the attempted landing site would take place on your Earth. One would 

misinterpret such a landing and would actually take us for acrimonious enemies, who attack 

you with dangerous weapons. We absolutely want to avoid this sort of opinion; this is why 

we only land in small groups. But we make a lot of attempts to carry out landing 

manoeuvres. This is naturally not possible in build up areas. We need uninhabited, untilled 

and uncultivated space. I’m sure we will get the correct result of how we can best land. At 

the moment, this is only possible with our smaller escort craft.   

 

 We know that a lot of people await us with great impatience. But we are neither 

interested in panic nor in chaos and we would have to give account for our actions to 

HIGHER ENTITIES. - It would be depressing enough, if we would trigger complete 

darkness.  One would assume that the world was tilting. We could influence all the 

inhabitants of a city, so that nobody would be able to formulate a clear thought. They 

would all be as if paralysed. 

 

  The press is looking for sensations. It has here an opportunity to do something GOOD; the 

whole world should really take notice of the TRUTH about the Books of Moses. Besides 

this, the Christian world and the Israelis have nothing to reproach themselves over; then 

everybody has sinned, because they do not uphold the LAW. I say to you: Both people were 

chosen, first the Israelis and later the followers of CHRIST. 

 

 

Conflict on this Earth 

 

We observe with regrets where your so-called art of politics has led. It strives for security in place of 

peace, security through threats - and threat is the nightmare of all people living on this planet. The 

effect of such an oppression shows itself in the increase of diseases on all continents, showing an 

increase on a scale of 35 - 40 %. - You statesmen meet at large conferences, fearing one another or are 

in agreement in their vices. We see the terrible things that are happening on this planet from a 

HIGHER OBSERVATORY. But unfortunately, you do not grasp the crucial points of your appalling 

situation.  
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 Your conflicts are about nothing else but the best method of controlling the masses. 

 

Such a method was thought of and utilised hundreds of years ago by your Churches. Later on, the 

political authoritarians took the sceptre out of the hand of the Church. Ever since, the power is in the 

hands of the larger nations and the princes of the Church live in the shadow of these dangerous giants 

and are afraid to step out of their shadow.  

 

The powerful East pushed religion completely against the wall and the people secretly bear the 

yearning in their hearts, to get to hear a non-political TRUTH for a change.  

 

The powerful West allows religion to live in the darkest shadows and blasphemy does not only move 

through the press, but clandestinely through all houses and families. The corpse is woken up for a 

make-up8 and the soul is condemned to eternal sleep. The inheritance flows down the gullet or flows 

towards armament. But the great fear is of skyscrapers.  

 

 Oh, if only you knew that it would be in our POWER, to level a whole city like New York within 20 

minutes, you would not fight over the method of mass control and would not be afraid of one 

another any more, afraid that the other could be superior. 

 

In your derailed situation, it is not about a permanent and just peace, but about the preservation of that 

method, which is most suitable to completely control the common masses; and it also about precisely 

dictating not only their lifestyle, but also their personal thoughts.  

 

The political interests are completely separated from the LAWS of GOD and independent from an 

ideology, because you generally have not got a true ideology. For as long as you are busy thinking 

about how one could best murder ones brothers and sisters, one cannot talk of an ideology - and 

therefore any claim to defend such a one, is inapplicable.  

 

 Very dangerous wars of words are taking place, with the purpose of showing the adversary an 

alleged superiority.   

 

Every defeat of a statesman at the conference table is acknowledged with a derisive grin. How can 

someone believe in a just peace, if he is not capable of believing in something HIGHER, something 

that he represents himself?  

 

 Peace can only be made between friends, never between enemies, never between differentially 

opposed people. 

 

No, it is not about peace. There has never been one on this planet; the past bears witness that violent 

death has always reigned on this Earth. It was always about completely different problems, never 

about peace. You are interested in possessions, the occurrence of treasures on this Earth, borders, 

gained power and to add to this, arrogance and disrespect for higher, spiritual INTERESTS and 

TRUTHS. 

 

 
8 In America, institutions unnaturally beautify the dead bodies with injections and make-up to then openly display them. 
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 Nations talk about their countries and about their fatherland. The REALM of GOD is home to all 

people and the whole Earth is the land of your flesh.   

 

We, from another solar system, are in your eyes an outlandish race, but we still see you with the eyes 

of the children of GOD. In our eyes, the greatest LAWLESSNESS that we have come across in all the 

universe happens on this uncharitable planet, namely the greatest sin we know: One disposes over 

another person and over the life of another.   

 

The greatest and most holy GIFT that the ORIGINAL SPIRIT - you in your ungodliness call it 

“nature” - has to offer, namely a life in an incarnation, that is to say a life in reparations, is simply 

ignored and so devalued, that one banishes it a million times into the spheres of darkness by the 

personal interests of quarrelsome egotists, before those people can even make use of the GRACE of 

GOD. Death to them is more certain than the opportunity to atone for something on this planet. Death 

is not atonement, but murder is a crime. 

 

 Insane ideas are no divine IDEALS one has to die for.  

 

There are only very few autocrats on this planet who believe in the perfect, spiritually alive PERSON 

of a mighty CREATOR. This is why they believe that they can get away with every sin and 

impertinence.   

 

“Why don‘t you prove to us that there is a CREATOR!”, exclaim those ruffians, “I’m the master of 

this world and I impose my power over the life and death of Earth’s humanity. This might mean that 

I’m not a creator, but I am the god of this world.” 

 

We have convincingly explained to you the true traditions of the divine LAWS and you can, with bible 

in hand, verify everything. 

 

It is not our intension to get the ORIGINAL SPIRIT from HIS THRONE, to introduce him to your 

princes in person, so they might shake his hand and assure him of their friendship and their 

willingness for peace and maybe toast him with the devils drink, alcohol. But if you absolutely must 

have such a personal GOD, one who is visible to you and must appear to you in full possession of his 

unimaginable POWER - you shall have this GOD; then HE gave us all the powers to reign over 

heaven and earth. We will then be the ALMIGHTY’S DEPUTY, the way our ancestors were and 

under the same LEADERSHIP, we return. 

 

 It is completely incomprehensible from our conceptual standpoint, of how it is possible for you on 

this Earth to have so many different ways to contemplate GOD and so many cultic explanations for 

him. 

 

Do not forget, even thou we are also children of GOD, we are on the other hand also human. We also 

have our limited patience and if we have to represent GOD, we will do it with LOVE and patience, but 

we will have to take other measures, if we come to the conclusion that any other kind of rescue for this 

planet is no longer possible. 
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 We control earthquakes and the low and high tides of the oceans. We have command over storm 

and fire. There is no base element we could not utilise in a retribution. 

 

Our forefathers helped CHRIST to calm the storm raging over the sea. But GOD did not give any 

ORDERS when CHRIST died on the cross, even thou he hoped for our assistance till the bitter end.  

 

Our landing manoeuvres have already caused unintentional catastrophes on this planet. 

 

We are very sorry, but we have no other choice. 

 

Atheism believes it can triumph over GOD. But it will not triumph over spaceships, they are a 

FLOTILLA of GOD. We would not like to bring you annihilation, nor destruction as experienced in 

Sodom and Gomorrah, but TRUTH and PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS. We don’t just mean 

spatial frontiers but those borders between the heart and the intellect.  

 

There have been many bloody arguments on this Earth recently and all who know about us were 

hoping that we would interfere and put an end to all this earthly barbarism. Because we refrained from 

interfering, the ungodly, the doubters and the rulers laughed.  

 

 What would really be the sense in forcing a fighting people back with bloodshed, if both were in 

the wrong?  

 

The injustice lies neither with one nation nor with one race or one people. The injustice lies with and 

burdens this whole world. And if we are to redeem and save this world, it applies not just to one 

people or nation, but to all of mankind. But if mankind finds the urge to fight one another again, we 

will not inactively stand by. 

 

What does GOD have to do, if you will not acknowledge HIM? 

 

 HE must be here to help you personally. 

 

 HE must have POWER over the sky and the earth. 

 

 HE must be able to reign over all elements. 

 

 HE must deter and defeat enemies. 

 

 HE must show himself, so one can believe in him. 

 

 He must punish the guilty and recompense the righteous. But he may not call anyone to account 

for his actions after death. 

 

This is how your god looks like in your imagination. Above all, he must have a generous disposition, 

so that nobody - above all the idler - does have to go without. If we come as REPRESENTATIVES of 

GOD to this planet, to create order in HIS NAME, we satisfy the following image of your god, they 

way you would like to have him: 
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• We are here to help you personally, as we are doing already. 

 

 We have POWER over heaven and earth. We can control the elements.  

 

 We will deter the enemies. We will win.  

 

 We will show ourselves, like migratory birds flying across the sky. We will show ourselves in such 

a way, that you will have to believe in us. 

 

 We will seek out the main culprits, remove them from this planet and send them into banishment 

just as soon as we can get hold of them. We will recompense the righteous with INSIGHT. 

 

But what happens to those people who pass from this life to ANOTHER; we have no control over this 

OTHER world, as we are not the REPRESENTATIVES of GOD for the SPIRITUAL REALM, but for 

the material universe. But we will be generous, if it should be necessary, in case a catastrophe creates 

hardship.  

 

 We can provide for you the way our ancestors did in the desert. 

 

 But we will not support idleness, even if they sit on their fat purses. The poor as well as the rich 

will have to make a special effort. 

 

With this, we fulfil all of your wishes of a personal God. 

 

Apart from that, we will give you the GREAT LAW of GOD again, after which you should live in the 

present state of your development. 

 

This LAW is called: 

 

P E A C E ! 

 

We will not separate anything, nor allow any groups or parties to form, but will coalesce everything 

together, but not through mendacious directives some lunatics have thought of, thinking they could 

establish a world republic. 

 

 

He who lies once, is not believed again 

 

My dear brothers and sisters of this beautiful planet Terra, religion, that is to say, the belief and 

veneration of the HIGHEST SPIRIT is a hot potato. It is very volatile, because this sector is ruled by 

fanatics. People were just as fanatic thousands of year ago, but are to a point, even worse these days. 

 

Whoever touches this hot potato will burn his fingers on the wrath of the fanatics. 
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Going about it this way, spiritual INSIGHT on this planet has not progressed one step. 

 

Admittedly, the many Churches have achieved some good and their goal is GOD. But these Churches 

have not understood nor managed to convince mankind, that it shouldn’t kill or enslave its fellow 

human beings.  

 

Where does this evil come from? 

 

It comes from your religious doctrines. 

 

Many people have recognised that here and there, something is wrong in the scriptures and they have 

started to correct the mistakes and to correctly interpret all incomprehensible passages. Alas, they 

lacked the KNOWLEDGE and their endeavours only caused more confusion. The majority worships 

the printed letter. Certain circles say: “There is nothing doubtful in the Holy Scripture, one has to take 

it as it is written.”  

 

 Science has wandered from error to error. Are you of the opinion that it is different with the Holy 

Scripture, which is also a handed down science? 

 

If a spaceship visited you during biblical times, this event is at least a technical and scientific miracle. 

One cannot produce or recite such a miracle and then simply file it under an exact science, one has to 

wait patiently until it repeats itself, to correct a mistake, which could be in the observation or could 

have been creeping in over time. 

 

 Like any other science and technology, the Holy Scripture should also have been continuously 

updated based on new developments, and by throwing the mistakes under the table. 

 

But this has unfortunately not happened with this important field of knowledge religion represents, if 

one considers the reformation an exception.  

 

 But every now and then the TRUTH has been wrenched out, the reason being that it was 

uncomfortable. - This especially applies to reincarnation! 

 

And now the powerful of this world get together and discuss the benefits and the shortcomings of this 

world, even thou they have no idea about the real events that have shown themselves as divine 

PHENOMENON. Here, ignorance sits in council and claims the highest right of the divine universe.    

 

Yes, the Holy Scripture does contain a continuous series of mistakes. If someone fights against these 

mistakes, he is branded a heretic and persecuted. But you see, my dear inhabitants of Earth, the most 

important principal item of your bible in its edited form is already - a mistake, even thou it all really 

did happen.  

 

 Let’s assume you did not yet have television, but that it was minutely described in the bible. You 

would think it to be a walloping lie, only because its technology isn’t known to you. And it is the 

same with the great PHENOMENON, which also exhibit a technical side.  
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You are a child of GOD and have technology at your disposal. GOD also has TECHNOLOGY at HIS 

disposal, but as HE is a lot more powerful and intelligent than HIS very underdeveloped children on 

Earth, HE uses the service of a much greater TECHNOLOGY, one you could not even anticipate. 

Why should a father not be superior to his children? - 

 

This is why it isn’t right that people simply make their own laws and proclaim them to be a legacy of 

GOD, only because Moses had made contact with a HEAVENLY SHIP. You therefore falsify in an 

unscrupulous fashion authentic MESSAGES, by adding to it all kinds of things, which have nothing to 

do with the authentic MESSAGE.  

 

 But he who lies once is not believed again; he who is wrong once receives very little trust. If an 

authentic MESSAGE of a prophet is mixed up with ten corruptions, the original MESSAGE also 

goes to wreck and ruin. 

 

When the LAWS and EXPOSITIONS we SANTINER brought to you are later, in connection with 

over a hundred additional laws and expositions, proclaimed to come from the same phenomenon, it is 

inescapable that the COMMANDMENTS we have brought to you are not credible anymore, even if 

one accepts their underlying meaning. What I’m saying is that the TEN COMMANDMENTS are an 

authentic MESSAGE from GOD, whilst a whole book full of laws not conveyed to you by us, was 

placed inside the Ark of the Covenant. But it is true that the Ark of the Covenant and the temple tent 

was constructed according to the instructions of our forefathers. 

 

Your philosophers did not know that the SANTINER delivered the GREAT LAW of the 

INTERPLANETARIUM to you. But they ascertained that the appended laws contained absurdities 

and they therefore dismissed the whole religion we have brought to this planet from the outermost 

regions of the universe, by the ORDERS of GOD, to bring a halt to injustice. - We did not bring the 

LAW so that it could be turned into its opposite, the way it happened. Then your bible still states word 

for word:  

 

 ...he shall be put to death; 

 

 ...he should be exterminated; 

 

 ...they should die;  

 

 ...one should stone them; 

 

 ...their blood shall be on them. 

 

You haven’t lived and acted according to the TEN COMMANDMENTS, but according to the 

addendum unworthy people have added to it, which uses terms like: “they should be put to death and 

exterminated.” 
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Pantheism was born out of these contradictions and with further manipulations, was put into service by 

the political powers. This is why you are no longer save on this planet, because the mistake that 

commands: “You shall be put to death!”, seeks to destroy you. 

 

It was the assignment of our ancestors to bring you not just theistic religion, but to also prove the 

transcendental to you; this is why they arranged the DELIVERY of the LAW very impressively and 

ceremoniously. Apart from that, they worked hand in hand, that is to say, spirit to spirit with the 

transcendental WORLD and used Moses as a medium.  

 

All the great revelations from the divine regions have been repeated in this fashion. It happened at the 

birth of CHRIST, at HIS death, at the miracle of Fatima, in South America and many other countries. 

And it happens simultaneously again these days in various countries, where we use the best mediums 

to prove our presence in physical form and at the same time the transcendental, then without the co-

operation between spirit and matter, a belief in GOD is not possible and GOD’S existence will always 

be doubted. 

 

CHRIST knew the MIGHT of our HEAVENLY FLOTILLA and counted on us for help. This is why 

he said: “My realm is not from this WORLD.” But he also called out: “GOD, why hast thou forsaken 

me?” CHRIST counted on a great PHENOMENON in the shape of a spaceship at the right time, then 

he saw a VIMANA on the day of his baptism, when is descended like a silent dove from the sky. - 

 

Do you want more proof that we are the HEAVENLY HOSTS? 

 

We are this time determined to remove the last shred of doubt forever. We have reliable mediums in 

various countries and they all play the role of a Moses. May I just mention Adamski, Fry, Hill and 

those mediums we currently employ. 

 

 Our forefathers darkened the firmament repeatedly, and did so when CHRIST died. 

 

 The SANTINER triggered an earthquake in Jerusalem -, but unfortunately too late. 

 

 A spaceship even picked up the resurrected SON of GOD. A “cloud” carried him into the heavens.  

 

It is not just a proven fact that many phenomenon from the Old Testament were brought about through 

the intensive co-operation between the SPIRITUAL REALM and the SANTINER, but also the 

miracles of the New Testament are connected to it. But you really treat these books like real 

testaments by suing each other over this inheritance. 

 

 A world without faith has to go under, it would only be a matter of time. This is why we make every 

effort to end the uncertainty in these matters. 

 

I know that your theologians and religious fanatics will raise hell over this. But they can’t stop the 

WILL of GOD by doing so. Consider this, the Holy Scripture was written by religious fanatics. But 

fanaticism clouds any objectivity.   
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 What an encumbrance for the spirit, if one has to fill ones head with things, which have nothing to 

do with the TRUTH. 

 

One can give the HIGHEST only one sacrifice, namely the abstinence of ruinous vices and passions. 

The LORD never wanted us to bring him meat or the fruits of the fields as a sacrifice. According to 

our chronicles, our forefathers never asked of you to sacrifice anything. These are fanatical excesses of 

the priests; one did not want to forego them, because without these ceremonies, the priests would just 

about have become superfluous.  

 

 A true faith must in its factual transcendentally given text be immediately grasped and understood 

by everybody. 

 

It demands neither an explanation nor an interpretation, nor any other description for the feeble 

minded. If there is somebody amongst you who is feeble minded, he certainly would not understand 

any rationalization of faith. The BELIEF in GOD is conceivably simple: 

 

 GOD is the CREATOR of everything there is. - HE is LOVE. - HE is eternal. 

 

 Matter metabolises. 

 

 The spirit continues eternally and perfects itself. 

 

 Added to all of this is the LAW. 

 

Everything else belongs to those sciences, which you can handle in the usual manner. 

 

But there is also a belief in the devil, which is just as simple: 

 

 The first ANGEL of GOD is the ASSISTANT of CREATION. 

 

 He is hatred. 

 

 He is not eternal. 

 

 He acts negatively. 

 

 He dominates matter.  

 

 He inspires the spirit. 

 

 He hates PROGRESS and the LIGHT. 

 

 He has his own LAWS. 

 

 He is the ANTI-POLARITY of GOD. 
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This is actually your whole religion. Because whatever else belongs to it, is only here to recall these 

few words into your consciousness and to make them believable. But such evidences are very hard, 

because you have plunged to such great depths - and because these devilries give you great pleasure.  

 

 You all have changed to a negative polarity and are therefore the anti-polarity of the TRUTH. 

 

I will now put the question: Can there actually be a greater MISSION than the delivery of a divine 

LAW, which we have brought to you from a distance of many light years?  

 

What immense technical and scientific labour was necessary for this! - What immense 

INSPIRATIONAL co-operation and diverse spiritual CONNECTION was involved in this? - What 

GRACE and HELP from GOD was necessary to effectuate such a magnificent development, only to 

bring you a DOCTRINE that should prevent that during the passing of thousands of year, billions of 

human souls would sink into the abyss with the anti-spirit, of whose terrible appearance you have no 

concept off! 

 

Imagine the courage and willingness of our ancestors and ourselves to make sacrifices, to finally 

conquer space after innumerable attempts, only for the sake of the INTERPLANETARY 

BROTHERHOOD! - Imagine the preparations and arrangements that had to be made in conjunction 

with the SPIRITUAL REALM, to arrange such an important REVELATION in such a manner, that it 

runs smoothly and gives the impression that GOD is coming down to you! 

 

We have faithfully fulfilled everything. 

 

We have not occupied your Earth for the sake of war or enmity. We have always had your best 

interests at heart. But we had to accept with great sadness the fact that we have undertaken an 

enormous expedition and an even more enormous amount of research and labour, only to run into 

obstinacy and rejection, which has seen all our hopes and expectations shattered. The humanity on this 

Earth has trampled all our hard work and all the efforts of a spiritual WORLD underfoot and ridiculed 

the handed down LAW of GOD and described it as a product of human fantasy.  

 

CHRIST did not fare any better. 

 

The efforts to set religion right cost him his life on this planet. 

 

I could tell the powerful within the Church a lot more, alas, I will save it for later and I don’t want to 

expose my mediums to the same danger. 

 

But I say to you: 

 

 CHRIST returns to you on “clouds”, that is to say, with the HEAVENLY CRAFTS - and their 

sirens will be the trombones of GOD, announcing PEACE. 
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V E R I T A S  V I N C I T  

 

TRUTH CONQUERS 

 

For thousands of year you have argued over faith and even fought fanatical religious wars. 

 

This dispute belongs in front of a judge!  

 

But which judge on this uncharitable Earth would have been able to reach a decision in this dispute? A 

court made up of fanatics and sinners would be a dreadful combination. But as with any court, there 

must also be witnesses. May your own intellect be the prominent JUDGE in this question of faith - and 

GOD himself be the ACCUSER bringing the LAW breakers to court on 10 indictable points.  

 

Where are the witnesses who have to make a statement under oath? 

 

Up to now, you only had witnesses who could not give an objective statement. You have not allowed 

the opposition to have their say. We propose that the opposition have their turn. But we, the 

SANTINER, are the opposition, because our ancestors have had a hand in this matter of faith. 

 

PLAINTIFF : I move that we first deal with the case of the murder of CHRIST. 

 

JUDGE : This case has been barred by the statute of limitations.  

 

PLAINTIFF : Nothing is ever “barred by the statute of limitations” when it concerns GOD, because 

with GOD there is neither time nor space. Who wants to insist that a ‘not guilty verdict’ 

was given. 

 

JUDGE : Well now. - The first witness please! 

 

ASHTAR  

SHERAN : The people of Earth have documented the PHENOMENON of the LEGISLATION the 

way they observed it - and they way they comprehended it at the time. Coming from 

other planets, we also have our documentations about this great event. However we 

have not observed it, but our ancestors have carried it out. I therefore ask the court: 

Whom is to be believed more, those who after a long period of preparation have carried 

it out - or the witness who, with his lack of technical knowledge, only observed it from 

afar?  

  

JUDGE : We know from experience that the perpetrator has more knowledge about it than the 

observer who is not familiar with all the facts. 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : Is it allowable for a witness to write down his statement? I’m not in a position to 

personally come to court; this is why I make use of a so-called to tele-writer. With this I 

mean the medium. 
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JUDGE : I have little knowledge about the technical application of such a tele-writer. But the 

witness may proceed. 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : We brought this humanity the divine LAW of the TEN COMMANDMENTS. It is at the 

core of all TRUTH. The manner and execution of the delivery, that is to say, the 

interconnected physical science and also the enormous technology could not have been 

explained at that time. We therefore only displayed our MIGHT and brought the LAW. 

 

JUDGE : This makes sense to me. 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : The AUTHOR of this written account, namely the LAW, is GOD, who transmitted it to 

the SPIRITUAL WORLD, which in turn assigned its transmission to us. The NAME of 

the AUTHOR was subsequently abused to assure sales opportunities, HIS NAME was 

mentioned in place of the priesthood‘s. 

 

JUDGE : What has this to do with the murder of CHRIST? 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : A lot! CHRIST was in contact with the same world we also have CONTACT with from 

time immemorial. He was familiar with this mode of transmission and he also knew 

about the forgeries that could present a danger to the LAW. He also knew about the 

destructive effect, which through the falsification of the NAME of GOD, was to be 

unavoidable. He saw the disaster coming.  

 

JUDGE : Why did not he enlighten those around him with what was known to him? 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : He did! He turned to the priests and explained to them in detail the delivery of the 

LAW. He also pointed out to them, that many contradictions and human nonsense was 

added to it so that the original, important TEN COMMANDMENTS would come into 

disrepute and be also regarded as pure human fantasy.   

 

  The priests did not show any sympathy towards this accusation, even less so for the way 

the COMMANDMENTS were transmitted. They could not comprehend that the GOD 

of the Israelites, who performed his miracles in a cloud or a pillar of fire, was not GOD 

personally. The priests thought the explanations of CHRIST were the greatest 

blasphemy that ever existed. It was not really fear and envy caused by the miracles 

performed by CHRIST, but a fanatical indignation that gripped all of them that made 

them want him nailed to the cross. In their eyes, such a blasphemy could only be atone 

for by a most agonising death. 

 

JUDGE : This puts a completely different shine on things. But where would this accurate 

knowledge come from? 
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ASHTAR 

SHERAN : From CHRIST, then our ancestors were CONNECTED to him. After the resurrection, 

they brought him back to the spaceship in a VIMANA. 

 

 CHRIST often visited the desert and was picked up and taken on long journeys. He 

was away from Earth for years.  

 

  According to our expedition journals, our forefathers supported CHRIST in every way. 

When CHRIST died on the cross, the Earth darkened and a magnetic storm erupted, 

tearing the curtain in the temple and twirling everything about. The people saw a great 

black cloud over the Mount of Olives and the earth trembled from the anti-gravitational 

force of the spaceship.  

 

JUDGE : CHRIST therefore could not convince anybody with his TRUTH, because people in 

those days did not believe in the possibility of life on other stars and because they 

hardly had the technological experience that would have enabled them to believe that 

space travel could be possible. - His KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH was his death 

sentence. 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : Your scriptures report: “And they will see the son of man approaching in a cloud, with 

great power and glory.” 

 

JUDGE : What is meant by: “in a cloud”? 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN : In a space ship of type MV, which still has not come close to Earth, but can be guided 

here in a very short time. You would get the impression as if the sun was falling down 

on you. - What dialectical materialism has conceived cannot be described any more. It 

contradicts all laws of nature, because one has used a philosophy, which regards the 

whole content of the bible a series of fairytales. Man can certainly be wrong if he only 

has limited knowledge. The philosopher who wrote that philosophy was certainly a 

great thinker, but also a great sceptic and on top of that, ignorant. He did not write about 

things as they were, but the way he made them up. But this philosophy is configured in 

such a way, that it appeals to political atheists, because it gives them a guide on how 

one can best avoid any higher responsibility. 

 

JUDGE : It is an irrefutable explanation of the TRUTH of the FAITH of GOD. But the 

EVIDENCE of the EXISTENCE of GOD is dependent on flawless proof that there are 

definitely such HEAVENLY SHIPS and that they are seen as pillars of smoke or fire.  

 

ASHTAR  

SHERAN : This is the reason why we fly all over the world with just about all of the various ships 

of our SPACE FLOTILLA. We are not just registered near military installations but are 

also spotted by many pilots. But also many thousands of people have observed us. We 
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are trying to prove, through our flights of fire, that the bible was correct in regards to 

the LEGISLATION given by GOD. This is the only way to adjust your political and 

religious errors peacefully. Proving the EXISTENCE of the HEAVENS is for all of you 

an important statement given by witnesses in the administration of justice over the true 

FAITH. 

 

JUDGE : What should we do now? 

 

ASHTAR 

SHERAN :  Energetically demand the publication of documents which are kept at the ministry of 

defence. These documents not only prove our existence but also the existence of GOD. 

 

Why this disbelief? 

 

What else would theologians and priests know, but what is written in the bible? - But if this bible is a 

book of a thousand miracles, written and presented the way one would show a book of fairytales to 

children, the best intellect is not able to make something better out of it. But the miracles described in 

the bible go beyond the experience of all researchers and scientists and certainly beyond the 

experience of your everyday citizen.  

 

The priests got it wrong, when they claimed pageantry for themselves, whilst the poor languished in 

misery. 

 

Bloody wars augment suffering on this Earth.  

 

One realised that the merciful GOD was not in a position to put a stop to this suffering. GOD stayed 

invisible and muted. - Indignation rose in the hearts of many people when they saw the abominations 

which were happening and which went unpunished. One therefore longed for a solution one could not 

expect from heaven.  

 

 But the KNOWLEDGE that the heavens have always been active and also striving for a remedy, 

was lacking. 

 

Don’t look at my words as political party talk, but as an assessment from an extra-terrestrial 

perspective. My words are not directed at a government, but at ignorance - and this is just as great in 

the Western Hemisphere as in the East, South or the North. 

 

But the real explanation for the religious behaviour of those nations, which thousands of years ago had 

personal contact with the HELP of GOD, can even today lead to a better mutual understanding. Then 

none of the combatants is in the right, because neither one of them was informed of the pure TRUTH 

of these things. 

 

This is why I advice politicians, before making important discissions over life and death of mankind, 

to inform themselves about what is kept about us in their ministry of defence and to compare that with 

this REVELATION. - But those politicians, who vaguely believe in GOD and who think him likely but 
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not proven, should also do the same; they will turn pale when they recognise the TRUTH with their 

cool intellect.  

 

Marx and Engels, Stalin and a few others propagated the consequences of atheism. Atheism is in 

reality nothing else but the incapability to understand divine phenomenon. It is the most primitive 

doctrine of salvation, to simply disown GOD and the anti-spirit and allow inhibitions free reign 

without loading ones conscience. It is very clear that those advocating this doctrine of salvation have 

no say in the formulation of this divine LEGISLATION, because they could never believe such a 

REVELATION. - How could the Red Sea part - or how could it be that GOD descends from heaven 

and talks from a pillar of fire, allows Moses to enter this cloud, to spend forty days discussing with 

him everything which is important in bringing peace to mankind? 

 

Only through the ignorance of the FACTS could disbelieve win and a pseudo- religion be created, 

which does not contain any miracles - but human thoughts of power instead of divine LAWS. It is a 

matter of fact that such a substitute religion, which simply places itself above the 

INTERPLANETARY LAWS of the BROTHERHOOD and puts party paragraphs in its place, 

represents a misanthropical and destructive principle. 

 

Marx hated the bible and especially those passages his intellect considered improbable. He did not 

believe in supernatural miracles. But our miracles are not of an earthly nature, they are supernatural - 

this is something nobody should doubt anymore. Karl Marx did not want to fight against GOD, but 

against fables and lies. If he had known anything about our spaceships, he would not have had any 

reason to attack faith in such a blasphemous way. He fought against an alleged superstition and 

considered biblical phenomenon a pacifying drug, induced through the bible. 

 

 Opium is a misjudged poison as it is deadly if taken according to instructions, but not deadly if one 

knows its precise properties. 

 

Mankind calls out like CHRIST called out when he shouted: “Eli, eli, lama sabachtahani?” - But we 

have prepared everything better this time around and we will be here at the right moment so that this 

mistake will not happen again.  

 

The powerbrokers of this Earth have always found courage in their faithlessness. 

 

We will wait and see if they will now take courage to accept the TRUTH from faith.  

 

 Avow yourself to the TRUTH and erase errors once and for all! 

 

GOD wishes 

 

We are not just super-technological in our development, but also in a transcendental way, that is to 

say, through religious REALISATIONS far advanced of your capacity. I permit myself to say that we 

have a SUPER-RELIGION. - But you concern yourself with a super-death. 

 

 Every nation feels it is in the right. 
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 Every nation believes that its leadership is the best. One endeavours to equalise enormous contrast 

with words. 

 

 Every nation knows that its antagonist is a ruthless mass-murderer. It is not possible for any nation, 

any people to lay down its arms before the most bitter of all wars, out of pure fear. 

 

No statesman will ever find a solution of how peace under these circumstances is at all possible. 

 

In one word: It is all impossible. 

 

But we want to reveal the solution to you now, is has been applied with success on many of GOD’S 

planets throughout the universe. 

 

 Let peace be peace; then whatever you have achieved and will achieve could possibly be a 

betrayal - a wish, as you say - but it would be anything else but peace. Therefore concentrate on 

other things, namely on our existence and on us.  

 

We therefore recommend to you: 

 

Organise a grand, international summit and invite the best-informed authorities in the field of ufology. 

Invite to this summit the most important and most responsible statesmen of all nations, which have an 

army and armaments.  During this conference, questions of security and the possibility of peace should 

not be on the agenda, only the following questions:   

 

 Why do our BROTHERS from other stars come to visit us? 

 

 What is the connection between the bible and the people and spaceships from other stars? 

 

 Where do the TEN COMMANDMENTS humanity was presented with in such an impressive 

fashion, come from? 

 

 What can happen to us, if we don’t abide by these COMMANDMENTS? 

 

 What holds our future for us, if we don’t take these INTER-PLANETARIANS serious? 

 

If you deal with these questions while the ministries of defence place all their materials on the table to 

evaluate and compare them, a future and catharsis will develop automatically the way is has never 

been possible before on this planet. 

 

We have full intentions to support such a summit. If at all possible, we want to avoid any kind of 

brutal measures. But we have no free will in this matter and cannot leave you in the lurch, because 

there is a HIGHER AUTHORITY above us.  

 

We simultaneously recommend to all religions of the world and all those in responsible positions 

within the Churches and sects, to also deal with this problem in an undogmatic and open-minded 

manner. They should have the courage for a decisive operation, which could still save this dying 
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patient called “humanity of Earth“. They may, according to the DESIRE of GOD, cleanse and rectify 

the bible, without feeling ashamed about the mistakes and about the past.  

 

G O D  D E S I R E S  T H IS  G R E A T  R E F O R M A T I O N ! 

 

I. N. D. 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN 

 

 

Intermezzo 

 

Question : Why does a spaceship appear as a pillar of smoke during the day and as pillar of fire 

during the night? 

 

TAI SHIIN : During  the changeover to a higher force, a phase of magnetic force is created. 

During this state, the compressed air swirls as a magnetic aura around the flying ship. 

This aura can also contain a lot of dust. This magnetic atmosphere shines like a St. 

Elmo’s fire. It is a cold light.  

 

Question : According to newspaper reports, maleficent entities did come from space in UFO’S to 

us. Is this correct? 

 

TAI SHIIN : No, these are so-called newspaper hoaxes. They are a sign of the times. 

 

Question : What is the current position of governments in regards to the UFO problem? 

 

TAI SHIIN : Not one government in the world rejects the existence of extra-terrestrial spaceships. If 

they do so, they only do so in the public eye. 

 

Question : What are the reasons that people are still abducted from Earth these days? 

 

TAI SHIIN : These are manly people with high levels of scientific education; they are questioned by 

the SANTINER about a lot of things worth knowing. The SANTINER have to be 

informed about everything to be completely in charge of the situation when landing on 

Earth. The landing, from a technical point of view is in itself no problem, but a lot more 

is required to guarantee a lasting peace. Those we pick up who want to return to Earth, 

will get an opportunity. The SANTINER do not use force. They just say: “Please, 

follow me!” Once inside the spaceship, they will be enlightened. If they want to, they 

can step back. 

 

Question : What are the conditions a landing on Earth is depending on?  

 

TAI SHIIN : If mankind unleashes a new World War. Such action would signify “Day X”. But we 

land anyhow, just as soon as the investigations by the SANTINER and the “HUMANS 

from VENUS” are completed.  
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Question : How long ago have the SANTINER conquered space travel? 

 

TAI SHIIN : About 5,000 years ago. Before that, human dematerialisation was not possible. 

 

Question : We don’t understand the dematerialisation of human beings. Can you tell us more about 

it? 

 

TAI SHIIN : The SANTINER and the “HUMANS from VENUS” find it is just as incomprehensible 

and unbelievable that you kill each other on masse without compelling reason. Other 

people from other stars can understand this neither. 

 

Question : Are there on your home planet political oppositions of a serious nature? 

 

TAI SHIIN : This is completely impossible on METHARIA as we have one philosophy: 

 

 One planet - one country. 

 

 One human race - one law.  

 

 One religion - one GOD.  

 

 One system - one government. 

 

 One cognition - one plan. 

 

Question : You say that you do not kill. But we now know that your ancestors have destroyed 

Sodom and Gomorrah. How are we to understand this contradiction? 

 

TAI SHIIN : When we have to kill it is not our decision. But we are part of the HEAVENLY HOST 

and above us is GOD. HE gave the ORDER to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah. - The 

LORD has the WORD. HE knows why. 

 

Question : Are there descendants of the SANTINER on Earth? 

 

TAI SHIIN : We know nothing about that. 

 

Question : Whilst Sodom and Gomorrah was being destroyed, the wife of Lot turned around to 

have a look and turned into a pillar of salt. How can this be explained? 

 

TAI SHIIN  : This is written in the bible but in spite of that, is not correct. She probably looked back 

and was paralysed by fright. You consider the bible to be a book of fairytales, because 

the LORD did not say whatever the text explains. But without the bible, mankind would 

be without LAW. 

 

Question : Were people from Earth also abducted thousands of years ago by spaceships? 
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TAI SHIIN : Yes, this is correct. - It was not noticed so much when somebody disappeared years ago.  

 

Question : Is it true that your women act as pilots of your spaceships? 

 

TAI SHIIN : No, this is due to your mistaken observation. Due to the long hair and beardlessness the 

men look very similar to your women. But our women often come along on space trips. 

At any rate, our women do not place themselves on the same level as men. These 

earthly laws are not recognised by us; they are contradicting the WILL of GOD. 

 

Question : What kind of garments did the SANTINER wear in biblical times, because they were 

often regarded as ANGELS? 

 

TAI SHIIN : They wore garments, which were blue, red and decorated with gold. These days we 

wear practical space suits. But at certain ceremonial events, the same splendid garments 

are still worn.  

 

Question : We undertake trials with pilots where they are subjected to weightlessness. Have these 

trials any chance of success in regards to space travel? 

 

TAI SHIIN : They are not equal to the higher demands encountered in space. Their lungs would tear 

apart if they were in space without a protective suit.  

 

Question : Can two spaceships travel side by side without any danger of collision?  

 

TAI SHIIN : Yes, this is possible. They can stay in contact with each other at high speed. These 

flying objects cannot collide because of an external magnetic field. 

 

Question : What influence have the spaceship’s rays on our physical matter? 

 

TAI SHIIN : No negative effects these days. On the contrary - our spaceships have shielded your 

planet from a destructive belt of radioactivity, which tightens its grip daily.  

 

Question : Moses was forbidden to climb the mountain before the all clear signal was given, was 

there not still a danger to life and limb? 

 

TAI SHIIN : Yes, certainly in those days. But in the mean time, our sciences dealing with rays have 

made further progress.  

 

Question : Could your spaceships create destruction on Earth equal to an H-Bomb? 

 

TAI SHIIN : Yes, certainly. But such an atmospheric storm would not be created by one UFO, but by 

a whole flying squadron, as you would put it.    
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The reformation takes place 

 

The TRUTH is born and has seen the light of day. But this TRUTH has a delicate body, an infant 

placed in a cruel world full of weapons and devoid of emotions. The infant TRUTH needs LOVE, 

protection and understanding.  

 

 I do not present this TRUTH to the priests, but to all those good friends who acknowledge us.  

 

But I don’t talk about those people who act like nominal members of a political party - and who can’t 

get their hands fast enough on a forged party identity card with our name on it. We are 

MESSENGERS of GOD and not members of a party! 

 

 The name “Michalek” is of symbolical importance, because it represents the negative aspect of the 

NAME of the exalted ANGEL MICHAEL.  

 

Mind you, what is written here is an important REVELATION and you should show your gratitude. 

 

 Carry out the great REFORMATION of FAITH!  

 

It has become clear to your Churches that things can’t go on the way they have. People’s intellect on 

Earth is influenced by technology and they are neither willing nor able to accept the bible in its 

incomprehensible historical version. Ungodliness is the inevitable result of it. 

 

I know of the shock the princes of the Church must feel. 

 

Will they continue to defend the errors and continue to work with this lie? 

 

If the great Churches and their powerbrokers don’t want to accept this revelation, they place 

themselves at the side of the godless who have been deceived by false doctrine.  

 

But I say to you: 

 

 The powerful amongst the people of Earth will have to bend to this TRUTH, because those nations 

still capable of virtuous thoughts will make sure of that. 

 

Those famous socialists, up in arms against religion and also against GOD, were not the worst people, 

they had the interest of humanity at heart and this is more than one can say about their successors. But 

those socialists and revolutionaries were not in possession of the TRUTH and only recognised the 

inadequacy in the historical tradition of the divine miracles, which do not leave a favourable 

impression on a cold human intellect. Those passages in the bible made GOD look like a character out 

of a fable, which does not coincide at all with any of the scientific experiences made to date. Those 

sociologists fight with all their intellect against the propagation of these alleged fairytales, which had 

to lead to politically undesirable inhibitions in the human thought process. Their fight against a 

mystical GOD with his many fairy story miracles was a logical fight against superstition. But the end 

result of their philosophy could unfortunately never be correct, as the CODE in their calculations was 

missing. 
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With the irrefutable fact of the divine MISSION on Mount Sinai and also the verifiable certainty of the 

major technological and heavenly event at the Red Sea, the numerous sociological philosophies of the 

wrongly glorified thinkers collapse. They wrote their essays without any knowledge about the 

scientific-technological wonder space travel represents. They therefore add one more error to the 

enormous list of errors mankind makes.  

 

The despots of the East are now forced to review the foundation of their materialistically conceived 

redemption of the world. But their astuteness needs knowledge and experience. Added to this 

knowledge and to those experiences belong the facts about what happened at the Red Sea. 

 

All of you are now faced with an important question of conscience, if the fact of spaceships, which 

have fulfilled their MISSION as MESSENGERS of GOD during biblical times and proven by hundred 

of thousands of UFO documents, have a much greater importance than the doctrines you have 

glorified as if they were given by GOD. Here the human product faces divine DELIVERY.  

 

 Human speculation without sufficient knowledge about the events in the INTERPLANETARIUM 

rejects the true DOCTRINE of SALVATION of the divine BROTHERHOOD, which offers the only 

possible guarantee for peace and advancement for the human race. 

 

GOD has HIS ANGELS of AFFIRMATION, which are not always of an invisible nature. Your bible 

bears witness to such encounters. This Earth has experienced the birth of pure TRUTH on numerous 

occasions. Our ancestors have also encouraged these births.  

 

 The STAR OF BETHLEHEM was positioned over the birthplace of TRUTH. The spaceship glowed 

in the firmament and moved ahead of the magi. They took our shining spaceship to be the HOLY 

GHOST.  

 

I tell you I. N. D. (In the name of GOD): 

 

The HOLY GHOST of GOD consists of the HEAVENLY HOST we are also a part of.  

 

We glide silently, fast and peacefully down to Earth with our flying objects or disappear in space at 

the speed of light. Our spaceships are the DOVES of PEACE of the HOLY GHOST. From our 

spaceships sound the words: 

 

P E A C E  A C R O S S  A L L  F R O N T I E R S ! 

 

Or: 

 

Look, this is the  S O N  of  G O D ! 

 

In many aspects, your Holy Scripture is everything else but holy. It is a register of sins of the worst 

kind and also a book of bloody confrontations and terrible wars. It is written: “He who lives by the 

sword, shall die by the sword.” - But all these interpretations and alleged divine revelations do not 
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coincide with the few actual WORDS of GOD left in it. If the CREATOR says: ”DO NOT KILL 

ANYBODY!” then HE will never recall HIS WORDS.   

 

But how is it with you? 

 

A million people could confront a despot and through a megaphone call: “Thou shall not kill!” The 

despot might fear the indignations of the masses, but he will not bother about the LAW given by GOD 

through us. Then whoever does not believe in GOD and is not completely convinced about HIS 

EXISTENCE and MIGHT, will never be able to believe in the GREAT LAW.  

 

Your nitpickers are of the opinion that the GOD’S LEGISLATION is only an earthly event, a social 

demand, cloaked in a mantle of fairytales and miracles to make it more palatable. It seems impossible 

for you to believe that GOD spoke to you from a pillar of fire.  

 

 The spaceships we use could never be designed and constructed by people from Earth. These 

space-beam-ships are the spiritual PROPERTY of GOD. We have constructed them according to 

HIS PLANS and use them for HIS PURPOSE.  

 

We can travel unhindered through space or dive to the depths of the ocean. But every human being we 

invite into our spaceships is treated like a BROTHER and a guest of GOD. 

 

 Your life is a part of the eternity of the LORD and your personal I (ego) does not cease to exist 

after death for a long time to come.  

 

This is why the punishment that strikes those who have trespassed against the LAW of GOD is beyond 

your judgment and observation.  

 

 He who once in his life kills his brother or his sister will die many a death, something that cannot 

be registered by you.  

 

But we are all brothers and sisters, throughout the universe. 

 

By the LOVE of GOD 

 

Your ASHTAR SHERAN 

 

This great MESSAGE of the INTERPLANETARY FRIENDS is so enormous and logical that it 

would be a sacrilege, if one would add anything or leave something out. We thank the ALMIGHTY 

for revealing himself in this way. 

 

PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! - Amen.   

 

Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin  
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